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Before really decide on what the thesis is going to be, 
one should by now have some fundamental beliefs and 
ideas about ARCHITECTURE. These beliefs and ideas 
would be an invisible driving force behind the decisions 
made in the design process and such latent force would 




Pereonally, I believe that architecture should aim at the 
creation of spaces appropriate for sheltering human, but 
not necessarily being a physical enclosure. As a result, 
Jthe erected entity would be the physical record of human 
activities, technology advancement and cultural values. 
,Altogether being the witness of history. Of course, terms 
in the above statement are subjected to interpretations 
with respect to the corresponding situation and context. 
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Interaction has already become a globally aware issue 
recently. Hong Kong as an international city should 
develop its own architecture to tackle this issue contex-
tually In a contemporary manner. This issue is also a 
very crucial constituting element in terms of human 
activities and the liveliness of a place. ： 
巧兹___::纖____:》1^丨：；^::：※.：：丨.：...W-i .. ； ‘ ； ‘ ^ . : : 减 翁 絮 淺 : 灣 沪 … • ： 镇 ： 资 衫 
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Hong Kong has developed rapidly in the past fewde-： 
cades. There are currently 18 districts as defined by the 
district administration policy. However, within districts, 
there are regions that are suffering from serious urban 
decay with well developed neighboring regions. Such 
disjoint is a consequence of inharmonious paces of 
development and lack of well-thought long term town v 
planning. 
l i i i l l l l i l i ；:::麵IfLl. • i麵i__難廳！誦^ 
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The Government subsequently conducts various urban 
renewal schemes to handle such discrepancy. These, 
schemes mainly focus on the region concerned without 
really re-evaluate the corresponding demand of the , 
district by that time. Most of these schemes generally are 
profit oriented. The execution of these schemes thus led 
to a fragmented & chaotic urban fabric in the whole 
picture of the district as different regions are not "re-
newed" simultaneously. 
Jhis thesis aims at looking for an alternative proposal for 
；urban renewal policy. Through the introduction the idea 
of District Centre, the fragmented urban fabrics are 
anchored. A District Centre should capture the distinctive 
characters of the district, uncover its development 
potential, memories, and context. Besides, it would be a 
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Furthermore 麻h神c>>t:as a;:gener纳or of further 
；;developments of the region. It wqufd not simply stand 
；fstatically, waiting for further urban renewal in the future, 
：but exists as a continuutrt'bf growth. In the end, 
f th秒egion would be capable of coping with future 
^ ^ ^ 麵麵 « 麵縫.::•__.:,、.:•，:：.塵 ^ changes of the district. 
of j?istrict Centre woula be investigated in two 
_ _ . 办 e first part being ffiehj^hetical level, attempt-
/ ing to draw directional guidelines and fundamental 
“qualities of a District penteThese (guidelines and 
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\ equalities deduced are proctuctCbased on previous 
:灸 research on related topics conducted by other people, 
J^ 『ecedent studies as well as my personal perception. The I f^econd part would be an expferimentiervlng as a trial on iHe above hypothesis. 二 
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A^strict wquld be selecftdMed on Its representati^-
pess as a fragmentized and chbtic Hong Kong urban 
fafcirtc/A site would b e s e l e ^ ahcf the res^ctiv^Y ； 
District Centre would be proposed to deal with the 
specific needs and charactenstics ofthe corr^ponding 
district. I l i i^ iM瞧: 
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BJntroduction 
As mentioned in the previous section, this thesis is about 
the investigation of the idea of District Centre. By District 
Centre, it means a place, sheltered or open, towards 
where people within the district were drawn and stay 
behind for various activities. Such Centre is embedded 
with the distinctive characters of the corresponding 
district, partly owing to the architectural imput in the 
design and partly owing to the actual activities of the 
people done in the Centre. 
rvi-^ ：^^ .' '•‘ V；：：；'："''：'^‘： . 、：!：:、;:._：:;4.: :.:〔/：：:-:、.：-. 
In the end, It also serves as a place where people would 
naturally interact, making the place more lively and 
friendly. It is not architecture that increases or creates 
interaction. It is people who interact naturally and 
architecture plays a role in creating a space to enhance 
the emergence of opportunities of interaction among 
people. 
Since the characteristics of different districts varies, the 
directional guidelines of the idea of District Centre would 
not be close-ended statements, but rather flexible 
principles such that the characteristics of individual 
districts would be a significant parameter in the process 
of generating the design of the District Centre： 
Wan Chai is selected as the district for the experiment 
part. Owing to the fact that the district itself is very 
typical in terms of rapid urban growth, suffering from the 
tension of urban spur, or more precisely, commercial 
development from Admiralty eastward, as well as the 
inertia of the mass of the original residents and their 
unwillingness to move. Together with continuous 
reclamation, the urban fabric of the whole district be-
comes fragmented and chaotic. Besides, Wan Chai is a 
place with a very rich historical context, which consti-
tutes as the distinctive characters of the district. 
Within the district, the site selected was along Wan Chai 
Road，which Is currently the Wan Chai street market. 
Currently, the Land Development Corporation (LDC) has 
successfully bought a major portion of the area and 
decided to have it renewed. The LDC has decided to 
undergo a number of urban renewal projects. Previous 
attempts seemed as if generated out of a direct problem-
solving basis and being profit-oriented without enough 
commitment of the needs and characters of the district. 
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！tB缚錄i Hi i i i i As a reaction and the current 
；t ； phenomenon thaivacancies in both bid and new com-
mercial office buildings are high owing to the economic 
； Situation in Hong Kong, by means of a thorough study of 
the area and the current situation from various view-
广 points, this thesis with an alternative 
l ^ r p r o ^ a l to uncover the development potential of the 
j W i i ^ ^ h e needs of the community an the society 
I /would be considered, both in short term and long term 
aspects, such that the proposal would be a concrete and 
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C. Existing State 
1.0 Background 
1.1 Social 
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This part is an analysis based upon the most recent 
statistical data provided in the 1996 Population By-
census conducted by the Hong Kong Government. By 
studying the following information, one would be able to 
have a clearer picture of the social structure of Wan Chai , / / / / ' ‘ 
ttlMopulation 
Accordingly, the popuiation composition of Wan Chai 
district is shown in the bar charts. The modal age group 
’ for rn^le is 30-49 and for female is 25-49, constituting 
38.8% and 51% of the male and female popuiation 
.；respectively. 
‘ 、 藏 ‘ 、 ：、‘、:；：:，；::: 
However, it Is also worth mentioning that the proportion 
of^lderly people, age 60 or above, in Wan Chai Is 
relatively higher than that compare to the whole popula-
tion structure in Hong Kong. According to the by-census, 
there is a total of 28876 elderly people In Wan Chai, 
constituting 16.9% of the population whereas in Hong 
Kong, the population of age group 60 or above constitut 
ing only 14.3% of the population, including those of the 
marine, < 
. - , . . • ‘ -,'/. - - -' “：,；, ； , ： 
• • ‘‘ - , • .•••M: 
Below on the right is a chart showing the population 
structure of the whole territory of Hong Kong, mcludm白 
marine people. 
I l l 
Male Population In Wan Chai District 
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.1.2 Martial Status 
S A i i i l • ； 舊 環 " 《 s z
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The following chart briefly llfustrates the martial status of 
the ^ dpulatipn in Wan Chai. One point that should be ^众 该么—• • 广 於 • — ••單• • • • • • . WIJI I tw MWIII fc••’%M I^IWUIU Ljrr 
三:终？丨s专d 丨s that there are a comparatively large number of 
l^-widows. “ 
i r , 你 ’ " 〜 ‘ 
/ Martial Status of W a n dha垂 District Population z// Z/Z,// 
I , ；^  Notc^pplfcabte 
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；r； • , , 
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i i i Female 
簿 
Widowed 靈爾霸邏一 
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.1.3 Usual language/ Dialect 
Not surprisingly, the majority of population speaks 
Cantonese as most Hong Kong people speak Cantonese. 
The second popular language Is English because quite a 
number of English speakers live around the mid-levels 
owing to the historical background. Furthermore, the 
remaining evenly distributed languages reflected the fact 
that there is a variety of nationality living in Wan Chai district 
which is as well owing to the historical development of the 
district 
Not appflcaUn (PaopI* tmlcr ag» S or dunt) 
SzaY^ 
















j n 1.1 Social 身 
I M E d i a t f o r ^ 編 t l i i 
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The Information regarding this item has a similar 
e i i f e ^ n ^ i t h t o 
J tworth raising^e pointthat the majority of the popula-
tion has attained upper secondary level. The second 
r； ^ class in the district is tertiary group, degree 
. Jholders. Altogether, the population in the district is 
^ ^ ^ quite^ell educated； ：； £ 
I ^ mmmm 
The activity status of the population In the district is l， 
follows. The number of people who are ecotromicaliy 
active is around 1.4 times of those who are economically 
inactive. Among the Inactive ones, mostly are students ； 
while retired people are almost of the same amount as i l l ‘ “ ‘ ‘ -
_ _ 
111 
n i l 
V "；、、、：� 、：\ ‘‘- -,-；-.-； 
Composition of Economically Acrtive Population 
(99850 people) in Wan Chai District 
0 X 、、广 、、 . 、、 -. 、八 , 、 
'…〜 .：：I _ ^ , , ‘ / ；/ 
Compostion of Economically Inactive Population 》 
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1.1.7 Monthly Income from Main Employment 
fii 
Despite the economically inactive group; there are three 
modal income groups in the Wan Chal district population 
They are 2000 - 3999,10000 -14999 and 40000+，each 
constituting respectively 7.43%, 9.58% and 8.59% of the 
entire population. This appears to indicate that within the 
district, there are as many poor people as nch people. 
Besides, the middle group seems to be of similar size 
with either the poor or the rich group. It seems as if there 
would not be a dominant profile of people in the district 
Implying that there is a wide range of lifestyles. However, 
l l ^ i f onetakesa closer look at the grouping and how the 
l^ i Ipw income groups are being broken down into more 
||groups, it is Inevitable to admit that low income group 
；‘dominates. 
� � \ �-
Mortthly I n a ^ l^m Main Employment of the Population 




1.6 Occupation & Industry 
i Apart from knowing the activiftr status of the population, 
:他？兮reak down of the economic activities in terms of 
：Ipccupation and industry enrolled are as follows. Most 
…,入‘您V'知 II I ‘ . 
: ;,peo|)le enrolled as managers or administrators 
pation of the Population \n Wan Chai District 
t applicable 
丨le unemployed 
釋4<gT， T^omically inactive) 
| | | l | | f |sSled agricultural 
？二 ,<ZarKjfishery wori<ers;,,” 
forces and 
/ c^ cupations not classifiable 
；;‘曰em—ary (^ cupations 
Managers and administrators 
Professionals 
,Associate 
professionals, ,• < 
Clei^ s 
Service workers and ” 
shop safes workers 
''''‘ ‘ - ‘,：,,, /" ： ‘ J: 
Craift and related workers； 
_ _ _ i i«； - P l a n t a n d m a c h i n i B - V /, -- ‘ operators.and assemblers ！ 
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•1.8 Monthly HoiiseholdTncome & Monthly Household Rent 
Another interesting phenomenon In the district is the 
coexistence of both the rich and the poor within the 
“ F o r those Whjpye around the mid-levels，they 
少;ar会 pfobably with higher income than those who live 
,r(H|nd the flat land area, quite close to the tramway. In 
； t h e monthly household income there are two 
；modalgroups, the $10000-$14999 and the above $60000, 
2 t cQ^ j t u t i ng iM% and:20.9% of the whole population of 
》 i W ! i i a i district, whereas in Hon^Kong, these two: >： 
：groups.constituting 17.5% and 6.91% of the whole 
- /population. It appears that the proportion of high monthly 
income household is higher in Wan Chai comparing with 
^ythat^f Hong Kong, this is probably of the household 
〜I丨YW9 the mid-levefs and in Happy Valley. 
Fof monthly household rent, It can be deduced that most 
dents liv© 
in owner-occupied flats/while the modal 
rrionthly household rent group is $5000-$9999. This ； 
reflects that people who rent flats generally live in 
medium-size or non-luxury flats. 
_ _ _ ：v、V、、》、、、 
%-Mor^ lyHpusho ld Rent (HK$) In Hong Kong 
、‘料$：、:、、、、\ 20000+ 
\ … \ 15000-19999 
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7-0 Background 
tr Social 
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1.1.9 Household Size, Household Composition & Tenure of 
Accommodation 
It is also Important to understand how the population is 
organized. Below are charts showing the household 
sizes, household compositions and tenure of 
accommodation. 
_ _ _ _ _ _象 . . , » , • i i«i i iaai: i» ..翻灘讓^^  •纖暴露 _ 
• 零 难 挪 縫 ; - • -ym:mA • • 麵.i衫^ 纖 讓 
Household Size 
鎮 _ _ _ _ _ _ 難_."』'... 
lip 1|1_丨_突__111_ ：： ； • „ ； . . . . • iigigs-tw^^^ 
Wan Chai seems to have more household sizes of one 
,and two while the dominating household sizes in Hong 
Kong are three and four, in Wan Chai household sizes 
one, two and three constituting 24.44%, 24.49% and 
‘VI7.34% of the household sizes in Wan Chai respectively. 
The household size composition in Hong Kong ••$ pro-
vided as reference. In Hong Kong, household sizes one, , 
two, three and four constitutes 14.92%, 19.24%, 20.07% 
and 24.0% respectively. 
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C. Existing State 
1.0 Background 
1.1 Social 
。 ’ ， , 
1-1.9 Household Size, Household Composition & Tenure of 
Accommodation (cont'd) , 
Household Composition 5 V 
The previous statistical data reflects the fact that the 
majority of households are nuclear families, parents with 
；jone or two children. However, in Wan Chai, the modal 
:household sizes are one and two because of the domi-
or unextended nuclear family. 
Houshold Composition in Wan Chai District 
. Unrelated persons 
Related person forming na nuclear family 
/ 二/' Two or m ore n u clear f am Hies 
One horizontally extended nuclear family 
‘One veritcairy extended nuclear family 
: One unextended nuclearfamily 
‘ .One person 
• 
0 10000 , 15000 20000 25000 
hk>. of Households 
30000 35000 
Tenure of Accommodation 
Generally the tenure of accommodation is owner-
occupied which implies the inertia of the residential mass 
in the area, as if most of the local residents are willing to 
stay in the district rather than moving around Part of the 
reason is the accessibility of the district 
Tenure of A c c o m o d a t j o n in Cha i D i s t r i c t 
Provided by employer 
_ _ _ 麵 茨资? 
、\ X 
Rent Free 
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.10 Type of Quarters 
Below is a list of the types of types of quarters in Wan 
Chai district In spite of the residential mass In the 
district, there is no public estate in the area. Majority of 
people lives in private residential flats. This is very 
unique about Wan Chal and at the same time reflects the 
frai|mented nature of the district which influence the 
senselof belonging compared of the local residents with 
those who live in estates. 
-〜;：二濟珍’ ... '“乂久‘•••• ’ I, ： f , " - , , , -. J , 藝 j ：、 
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II Housing Authority rental flats group A Housiag Authority rental flats group B 
' y 〜 Housing Society rental flats 
麵 凝 攀 應 霧 . Ill ..... •,..实_態_|攀霸撰 
‘ ‘ ： ‘ H o u s i n g Authority subsidized sale Wats 
, . ' : ' : : ‘ : H o u s i n g Societysub$id lZ6dsafe flats 
Private residential flats 
• • ‘ - ' - - , - -V-
Villas/bungalows/modern village bouses 
Simple stone structures/tradi t ional village houses 
S t a f f q u a r t e r s 
Pililiir^ -™"'''-：-^^ 
Non-domest ic quarters 
•'"'• '•••-r：.：：：：：;：- ： •>：•；>：<； ；：.:!®;:；?^；^:：：:.：^；.:※：；?;:.、、:.、‘，•••-.：• • 
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議:__:.:: ；：. : :顯_憂 : : : : 1 _ _ | _ _ 
PubRc temporary quarters 
.:/• ••:‘:;:;•. .<• ..S ..:.丨:丨：贫：资;_；;:::；!;. . ‘：-：；：;；：；'：.：.-;；：';；.  
, , P r i v a t e temporary quarters 
4 2 0 
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‘ 々 ‘ “ ‘ ‘ 、 ‘ I . I I Mobility of the Population& Duration of Residence 
窗 o f t h e > o _ o „ i i 
u TOs part is a survey on the mobility of the residential - , mass m the district. The pie chart shows the structure of 
I fpoplation aged five and above in terms of the mode of 
^fnteWrmigration. The structure of Wan Chai District is 
丨⑶•^知 that 6f^e;Hong Kong, except for the: 
：group of those remained in same address, it appears to 
t l ^ ^ j i gh t l y larger by proportion In Wan Chai than in Hong 
i ^Kc^^Jthe fornier constituting 68% while the latter 
‘const i tut ing 65% of the entire population correspond-
ingly 
l i K ^ I I S i 
ill 
Ii 
_ _ <>pulatbn Structure of Wan Cjiaf District 
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C. Existing State 
c 、 1.0 Background 
1,1 Social : 
顯_:.:丨 ^ i ' ^ i i i l B l ' t t i - - f t s i i t f f l i i i i iM mjBiiiiiii 
1.1.11 Mobility of the Population &Duration of Residence (confd) 
Duration of Residence “ 
t i l n i ^ s of duration of residence of domestic households 
i iJnjAfan Chai district, it is roughly the same as that of 
f i iHong Kong, showing the majority already staying in the 
I :參 r钱 for ten years or even more, becoming an inertia of 
/ ； residential mass. However, there is one point worth 
f < met|libning, which is the number of households staying 
I了《for纟丨ess than one year is relatively larger proportion in 
J |Wan'Chai than rn Hong Kong, the former being 10.6% 
; / w h 和,th、latter being 8.58% of the entire population 
/ correspondingly. 
'久：众：‘ ：々"“‘,‘‘‘；、’、 
i i ^ i P i i i g - 肩 兼 蒸 ： ： ； • i B e i i i i i p i w 
：‘"〜‘ ‘‘ ‘-‘“‘…' ‘, ‘,‘‘ ‘-
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CJExisting State 
1-0 Background 
1 Social II 笼资※：：辨 
1,1.12 Social Services Distribution within Wan Chai District 
J i l i i i i l l 纖_ 11 
_ 
Z ‘ / / ^ “ , 
Ther? are a number of voluntary organizations as well as 
government-running centres providing social services 
within Wan Chai District. However, in spite of the number 
i Jbf centres set up in the area, there are actually quite ；portion of them being the headquarter ofthe organization 
rather than centres providing social services for the 
.community In Wan Chai district locally. Taking the 
；Southorn Centre as an example, this building houses 
I offices of different organizations such as the Caritas, 
Civil Ald Service, Playground Association, International 
Social Services, etc., but most of these are headquarter 
offices that do not provide any local community or social 
)services. The following map illustrates the destribution 
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The historical aspebt of Wan Chai would be discussed in 
- jh丨s part. In a macro sense, the overall history of Wan 
；;？ h^ai would be studied, In terms of the development and 
/;提he reclamation phases chronologically. On the other 
I 多and, in a micro sense, the evolution of the Wan Chat 
blanket along Wan Chai Rqad would be investigated as 
well. Lastly, this part would end up focus on tracing the 
traditional business and trades in the district as a hint to 
discover some latent characteristics of the district. 
I , ” , ： 、 ' — ' 足 。 ： ： , / 
m 。 游 4 多 ‘ 等 爽 ： ” . 二 ‘、：： 
1.2.1 Brief History of Wan Chai 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' / ‘ ‘ , “ , / ‘ ^ / ‘ ‘ ‘ f ‘ 
I 
：one near the present Tal'wong (or Dawang) Temple 
W m C a • ^^ "A* _ ^ ^ • I I I i 0 % / ‘‘ m 
/ f h，re are settlements in Wan CHai at least as far early In 
/Qing dynasty (1644-1911). For instance, there had been 
one near the present Tai Wong (or Dawang) Temple 
before the British seized Hong Kong \s\and： Afterwards, 
it became one of the earliest developed districts after 
1840. L 
At that time, it was intended to be a high-class residential 
J； and commercial centre. In June 1841, the first official sale 
of land took place. Locations opened up for commercial 
and residential development Included East Point (Cause-： 
way Bay area), Happy Valley and Spring Gardens (near 
the present Spring Garden Lane). : ; ^ 
'、：,:：、:、，:、"，”:::::：。,:::。‘:::'、&:;•::,:，):::：處一 
It was originally known as Ha Wan, later renamed as Wan 
Chai (literally meaning l i t t le Bay'), In the 1850s along 
small lots to were sold to Chinese. 
Several roads were laid out such as Wan Chai Road, 
Mcgregory Street, Tai Yuen Street, Tai Wo Street, Cross 
；:Street and Triangle Street. 义 力 
____::;:::::_臺.:.:.. 
、、、、V、、、、。:、、、、、 、‘、 、 . 
；：：By the 1860s, foreign presence around the area declined 
and Chinese presence spread. Subsequently, the water-
；J front was as well Inhabited mainly by Chinese people and 
V： became an increasingly residential, laboring and shop 
keeping community. The wealthy Europeans who lived in 
Spnng Gardens had by then moved out. As time went by 
I It became one of the most heavily populated districts in 
p j Hong kqng. Tramway services were provided fn 1904. 
Reclamation in the 1920s was thus aimed at alleviating 
the serious demand for land for housing. By then a naval 
shipyard was developed along Arsenal Street. In those 广 
days, ships were accommodated at piers in Wan Chai, 


































1.2.1 Brief Hist6ry))fV\^Chai (cont'd) 
_ 
Mc^ 祥}3训dings In the area were 2 to 3 storeys high 
houses. By.the 50s, 7 to 8-storey high apart-
‘ f men作uildings were bullt to accommodate the increasing 
该“敬〈i耀轉i U- M 〜；：〜.,-„ ‘‘ ” - ‘ - '•'‘，，. 
i M W k M ‘ ； ： 、 二 ： 
‘；|Wat| Chai acquired its 'Suzie Wong, image during the 
I iKofeah War in the 50，s and the Vietnam War in the 60s, 
；^ ^ .thougfiTthe military was against the proliferation of 
i, f ^ n n k ^ business in the area. During those days, thou-
I |sands of the soldiers and sailors patronized the girlie 
‘ : b a r s along Lockhart Road and Gloucester Road before 
j?|He^[readed off for the battlefield. Besides, there were 
f Mattbi^arlours and tailors. Brothels gradually grew on 
；/ Skiing Garden Lane and Ship Street. Some were even . 
licensed. Wan Chai was then a post-war centre for 
sailors, servicemen on rest and recreation leave. 
By the 1950s the Government drew up a long-term 
development plan for Wan Chai. Subsequently, many 
important developments have transformed the district. 
-：- ,、，。 、.’::,：-‘ ;；/"-'； .y •/•,：'•„ 
In the 1970s, with the completion of the Cross-harbour 
Tunnel and the waterfront Gloucester Road, Wan Chai 
became the main link between Hong Kong and Kowloon 
and the east and west side of the island. As the econorhici 
activity was shifting eastward from Central, a number of 
commercial blocks were built, attracting enterprises to 
Wan Chai owing to the cheaper rents in those days. ______ ^ • _ 
Today Wan Chai is one of the fastest-growing commer-
cial centres in Asia. As an up-market commercial district； ! 
on the reclaimed land in the north of the district, there are 
numerous tali glass shield commercial buildings in a 
range of reflective colors such as the Sun Hung Kai 
Center, the Great Eagle Center, the China Resources 
^Bui lding, the Shui On Center. Besides, there are also the 
^Honjg Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre, opened on 
Nov 1988, and the 78-storey Central Plaza, the former 




s and international conferences to be held, while the latter 
5 is at present the tallest building in Asia. In addition there 
《are the Arts Centre and the Academy of Performing Arts 





C.Ex i s t i ng State 
1.0 Background 
1.2 Historical 
1.2.2 Coastline Development 
m i 
According to the 1843 map, there were few haphazardly 
bunt small Chinese houses on the island; probably small 
Chinese settlements focated at Ship Street before the 
British occupied the island. There was no indication of a 
building at the site of Tai Wong Temple. 
：Owing to the rapid development of Wan Chai and the 
heavy population, a number of reclamation works had 
beerl conducted through out the history of Wan Chai and 
：Hong Kong., ； / mri:：… 
Pifferent stages of land reclamation have left a record in 
.bui ld ings, demonstrating answers to new demands of 
each corresponding stage of urban growth. 
Thus, there are a variety of characteristic blocks standing 
according to their chronological order from hillside to 
harbour. 
•；? ‘ ‘ ( ；； : : '/. ：？二 ‘ . 
""；,‘ ‘ '''\ ‘‘ -, \ ‘ ‘ . , , , ‘ , 
Several streets that used to be coastlines have now 
become boundaries between two different districts, 
seaside and hillsides, new and old , 
The first reclamation was in the 1i920s to alleviate the 
population density. A total of 32 hectares were proposed 
initially in 1900 known as the Praya East (Johnston Road) 
Reclamation. The area is what nowadays including 〜:; 
Hennessy Road,叩 to junction with Johnston Road and 
along Johnston to where it merges with Hennessy Road 
and along the latter to Percival Street. The house short-
age existed in 1901 alleviated. However, not until 1921 
was the reclamation ordinance passed. The coastline is 
fathering form us form 445 feet to 529 feet. The area of 
total land reclaimed was around seven million sq. feet 
Beside are the diagrams regarding the changing of 
coastal line with time. 
：；- ^  ： ： ；：  x^：； ^： .^ , ； . s ； V, • ； • ： ；:： • V^'：： -^-： • ‘ • ：-'VS ；•；•：•： ；： ；.. ....「.:： '：•• . ... .： 
m e r i t
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 D i s t r i c t
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1.2.3 Wan Chai Market Development 
'每"卿Aik^ftP法:;:;'::〜''•)' K : . ‘ : ? , , : ‘ . 
• 魏 ‘ 、 〜 “ ' " : 、 - / - 、 : : : ‘ , . , \、 
；工 prigmaHy a British merchant built a villa in where is 
I g i j ^ ^ s Spring Garden Road today, the garden extend 
tod戏 Wan Chai Road is. After the bankruptcy of 
《 譽 t K e Chines^ started to gather around the 
分ft _ ich was also the coastal line at that time. 
"•參 I 务 “‘‘“： , “ ‘ 
InfliDpf immigrants escaping from Guangdong pen 
- - A . '/m^m 'A-. ’ , • w — ^ _ — -
etrate^ in Wan Chai. These settlements were located 




； ^ ^ people suggested that new settlements of ChineseJ 
。薄|ou!d be confined to the western districts of Hong Kong 
or to;Jardine's Bazaar to the east and any additional 
Ch…乡se occupations shou丨d be ba rmer f . “ , “ 
滩 M , 八 ‘ ： ？咏f'，i、.、.厂,；> r '：：：：：'： 
However, the government came up with another solution/ 
which was to sell land to responsible residents who , 
would then provide Chinese tenements for the new 
comers so as to preclude haphazard squattrng. : 
: : : : :種難舉.：： ,：： . 
Wan Cha丨 Road was thus laid out in 1851, followed by 
Mcgregory Street, Tai Yuen Street, Stone Nullah lane, Tai 
Wo street, Cross Street and Triangle Street in 1855. 
, … — — •‘ 、 ’’''’， - -'"' - - ； - "‘,，•' ‘ ‘ 
‘ < ' 、 ' , / “ V ‘ , ' , 、 “ ‘ , � “ 、“ / 
Tai Yuen Street, formerly Albany Lane, was owned by the 
Albany godowns. After the government sale in 1855, the , 
purchaser redeveloped them with Chinese houses. TheCk^ 
area became a Chinese residential, labouring and shop 
keeping community. As a result, commercial activities 
developed and the street market was then gradually 
formed. 
_____,:、〉.#淺:3:_ 誦幽纖纖^^^^^^^  
:、“：、、、、、、 • ： ‘ > 
The district to the west of Arsenal street was a military 
-:cantonment, taking up the site which was formerly the :: 
i j Eastern market that opened in 1844. Thus, a market 
was built at Wan Chai Road and Queen's Road 
1858. Later in 1937 a market building consisted of 
V two storeys with part basement was built and has been 





I； _ iiii _ ; / Al6ng Queen's Road East there is a Methodist church on 
ofVyan Chal, One Is English speaking while 
one is Cantonese speaking and exclusively 
This a^ually reflects the fact that throughout 
>1hj|toryWan Chal Is a place of coexistence of the culture 
辟潘¥tioned previously/before Hong Kong island was 
I f s e i z e ^ y the British, there had been a small Chinese 
1 p ^ i ^ n t neaSthe present Tal Wong (orDawang) 
I^Temple： This temple is also known as Hung Shing 
" | Jemple, being the oldest one in Wan Chai. Owing to the 
rebellion, immigrants began to penetrate to Wart 
渗 一 ” -
i i 
/, 署 ‘ ^ , w , ’ 一 「 一 • - — -• 一 - 冒 • w mwmmmm ： 
Chal^|urthermore the type of housing on the Praya East 
j^bhnston Road) Reclamation attracted tHe Chinese 
middle class in the 1930s, accentuating the Chineseness 
of the district. 
However, there had never been exclusively Chinese in 
Wan Chai. Owing to the decline of Portuguese trade and 
commerce, many Macao-connected immigrants and 
Filipinos came to Hong Kong and settfed in Wan Chai.‘ 
The slaves formerly owned by wealthy Portuguese 
merchants in Macao also came to Wan Chai. They were 
African or Timorese origin. There were records that lived 
in the Cross Street I Stone Nullah Lane area. Besides, 
there were also Japanese. By the time of invasion, Wan: 
Chal was the Tokyo of Hong Kong. A concentration of 
Chinese Muslims was recorded living in the Hennessy-
Lockhart road area. This is actually the background of 
the mixture of races in Wan Char. 
Although the taipans of the large firms had abandoned 
the neighbourhood as long ago as 1860, there persisted: 
scattered foreigners, who were usually married to 
Chinese, and lived In an other strictly Chinese 
neighbourhood. The Chinese presence spread as foreign 
々 decline, waterfront, gradually, there formed an increas-
， i n g l y residential, labouring and shop keeping. Along Tai 
I r Yuen Street, formerly known as Albany Lane, owned by 
Albany godowns, was sold in the government sale in 
S 1855. The purchaser redeveloped the lots with Chinese 
i ；houses. In 1878，a range of 17 Chinese shops and 
vf tenements replaced the original timber yard. The sense of 
Chinese community was thus established in the district 
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1.0 Background 
_:、|_;:丨;丨::.丨:.|::_. _:__:《「>11 ：；^ .>X： ：； •：：^；：'；：., •；：. ； ； Ji：： ！ • 議 
1,3 Cultural (confd) 
At St Francis Yard, a church was erected by 1864 In 
addition, in 18(S3 the London missionary society built a 
chape丨 in 1863 on Wan Chal Road across from Cross 
；^ Street The congregation 丨ater moved to Chuk Kai Ter-
f ; r a c ^ p the hillside off Spring Garden Lane, which is 
I 講 n辦; ^ thfWan Chai church of Christ in China. During 
^^h^plague in 1894, there were many down-and-out 
| | f o i | | gn^s . IVfost of them lapsed Catholics. There was 
2:|alv^ys!CathpIic presence in Wan Chai and it became a 
/ ；cen1|e of Chinese converts. 
./„"., 1；/,,‘,：；' >,;'•” ： • ‘ ； - - -
|OnrtH^ther Hand, Wan Chai acquired the ‘Suzie Wong' 
rimage during the Korean War In the 50，s and the Vietnam 
War in the 60s as mentioned previously. There were a lot 
；bf^rlle bars along Lockhart road and Gloucester Road 
jr ln^dit ion, since by that time, the Chinese population ：-
lived jn Wan Chai were mostly working people who went 
to the western district to work, the gambling stalls m Wan 
Chat became places for them to express their discontent 
feeling, whereas brothels became places for them to fulfill 
their sexual desires. The mentioning of these elements in 
the district disclosed another cultural 丨ayer of Wan Chai. 
‘''。’ - . ‘：", . k ‘、：广：J 
Following the fall of the girlie bars by the end of Vietnam 
War In 1975, together with the completion of the Cross : 
Harbour Tunnel, there were subsequent rapid develop- j l 
ments In the district such that the waterfront area cur-
rently serves an eastward extension of the Central CBD/ 
serving as an commercial district m Hong Kong an 
international commercial and financiai city. The comple- f 
tion of the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre;? 
further reinforce this identity of the district, thereby 
establishing another realm of culture of the district being 
international as well as commercial. 
. ； .；. . iip:: •丨;；^器•• 、. WSMmiMMiB^Mmm^ 
该 条 . _ . . . . . . :较：丨.：：丨兹 资々 :.(穷衫 f 丨：：::丨：：亥"S.:丨：：？::為丨•丨:;〗:.•〃1:；；%。::镇终::丨愁 _ 彳丨这•？丨.舒：& ： .j^i:绍:〔::::_ 丨尹经淺 
::奪较察:•》.為：丨；^实释缓叛..：• ：•• '• 、 .麵.丨法讀终丨::::》:::;::绍::丨签：鲜：：其::丨::;__^::..、••：•：•； .；.'r.:-':;、':-；^终丨愈(；；?这_绍势丨：笑冷 
Throughout the development of Wan Chai, there is a 
frequent shifting of the major economic activities of the 
district. From commercial to industry and ware housing, 
jthen to post-war centre for sailors, servicemen on rest 
fand recreation leave, further to slums of workers with 
brothels gambling stalls and finally undergoes a great 
metamorphosis to become an international commercial 》 
district. Such history implies the richness and flexibility 
of the culture, coping with the current needs in Hong 
sKong.〜喊;、'、： > - M 
\� 、、、、、\V《： -
、, 、： -气 、 \ , ' ' " , , ' 。 ； 
Furthermore, the pattern of doubled edged development 
of the district together with the coexistence of East and 
West implies a characteristic of duality embedded within 
the culture of the district 
‘‘ 
m e r i t
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1.3 Cultural 〜 
, , : e : > 戮 爐 伊 纖 力 ' ； ' “ ： . : ‘ / ' . ' ‘ ： ‘ ： . 
1.3.1 Trades, Industries,： Shops and Cultural Heritage in the 
. B i 顧 Z “ ‘ / 淑1',?谈 S f ^ l i i ^ e i巧 d e c l l n ? In the 1860s. 
^_increasmgly residential, labouring and shop keeping 
. - community gradually erperged in Wan Chai. The Yuk Hui 
is a commercial centre and seaport of Hong 
, | Kong,;the trades and Industries established in the early 
： \ d a j ^ ^ the district reflected such relation. They included 
timber and boat building yards. As the sea frontage was 
;#TO_sed，it was converted into seventeen Chinese shops 
• ^nd>nements. , / 
V ^ ^^^Mrn of century^ the area between Tal Wong Temple 
, 如 d just beyond the Wan Chai gap road were abundant of 
Chinese shops interspersed among European -style 
buildings. , 
i i i 
The upper part of Ship Streets had several dairies as well 
as family and coolie houses. There! were as well shops 
selling rattan products, dairies and bakeries. There were 
bean curd processors clustered on Stone Nullah Lane. 
, . 。 ‘ ' / … > ‘ 
In addition, sugar refinery, tobacco, wearing apparel, 
printing, fabricated metal products, furniture, plastic 
products and paper products were Industries that one 
could find in Wan Chai as well. 
_ _ _ _ _ , t t 、 ‘ ‘, , … ‘： 
Other traditional business includes pawnshops, Chinese 
medicine shops, wedding costumes, barbers, jewelry 
(especially jade) and sundries-grocery shops as welt. 
輪 麵 ! ； • • . 鄉 ： ； • ! • " ； ； s 縱 t f 愈 ^ ^ . .«；；；： :<；;緣女y：卢锋"S:、••:::.::；••务..、,、-；：.：•：；;：;:. -^i：:：:：'-si：<;：-:；:：fivr-r ：:-:-：:.：.;,:；;.：-；,:OyX：;：:;-;.::.- ； ; : . : . : . : : : : . . . . , : ‘ . . . : ： r : .; ::: . ; ： ； . ； ： • w.;-•：；:•.；；：.-.：：广j'i•：；. 
It used to be a Grand Cinema Theatre built on the site of 
Hopwell Centre. Very nearby, there was the post office, 
opened in 1915，which has been currently converted into 
an environmental protection resources centre as well as 
considered as a protected antique building in Hong 
Kong. 
‘ 、 v \ 、 、- ' ' ' 
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Trades and Buslness in the Street Market 
.-々々/:々.说〉:妨///', 
^ ^ 纖 ‘ … " 、 ： ： 
；《§op business being recorded are the Eastern Slaughter 
the end of Cross lane, opened in 1858; the Wan 
Bakery at the junction of Wan Chai road and 
乡Wood street, bpened m;1868; the Nan Yang Brothers 
. p S S I 
. i f i B f " 
二 ！ ⑶ 萨 0 Company plant at the eastern end of Wan Chai 
參;^ Th丨f part aims to record the current trades and business 
,！; aldniWan Chai Road, the Wan Chai street markets. 
4 々V,fV,。 '''。, “ , ' ' ‘ ‘ ' 
it 
p:3{3^4hrinklng Trades, Business and Crafts within the District 
Thirsection is to protray a number of diminishing trades, 
business and crafts within the area. They are the a$ 
iilli： follows: 
clothes and adornments 
wedding costumes, barbers, jade jewellery； 
译 鐘 ; _ ： 丨 . . ： . '"'''t"'-- ...... '•.•/t；^.^^ .... ‘ I.•. •丨《::_•聲二黎：•.键 
爾 雇 纖 : : ‘ • 、 : 。 : 二 . . . . . . . : ： ： .. ： •：•;； ：. " ： • 態 籍 凌 餘 •残ih 念 
food and drinks 
mooncakes and traditional festive cakes, beancurd 
making, sauce making, teashops, herbal tea shops, 
teahouse, provisions and grocery shops, 
arts and crafts 
dough figures, candy dolls, lanterns making, 
； ； ； • • • -sV；；;•：;•;：： :.:;:::.:、::.:.:， -.、X? 丨...>：•>：；..,•：.；；•.•：：•..;.::::,〉:;：::.:..:汝殘3”.： •：,.：•-• .：：；；：. .::〔)％-:1:：；5；^:.和:...：,:.:.:.::；；"：；^；；^:；^巧“ v：：；';：;^^^ ； W；：^  v.r:;x;:i>：:；:；:；. -• ••‘.:::.:..:::::;;::::公.:.;:;.. •> V ； •.• ： ： •；：: ： ‘； ...：广： .. . ：“；^  i'-r；'' 
:: ：.：<- :<•,’.•.:、<:•:‘: ,.-N-： •• •、V..:.. v^ x.: .、 . • ；.•.•：•:•••• • .-•；.： •••  •• :•;• - ••.•:. .、,-......,::: ••:•••:/>: ••； ；-:•.•：.： •：：•：:.: ；.：:•： :•;.•. •.•.•.-:- •‘ .... ......... ； . ：•;, :•••: ：->：•• -.V.. •••.-•••>•-customs 
fortune telling, incense shops, 
i H i l l i l l i l l i • ...:讚％?®::.!::. 
daily life 
\ letter writing, rattan ware, pawnshops, Chinese medicine 
shops, 
t 绞 V 、 〜 、 ：、、、 v \ 、 ， 
；)余……:.and many others. These are all with business very 
unique characteristics of their own. The phenomenon 
• that they are diminishing does not necessarily imply a 
denial of their values. The downfall of them is a result of 
,economic trend and competition but never as an evalua-
y | t ion of their dignity. Furthermore, some of them have 
undergone certain changes in terms of their managing 
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C. Existing State 
1.0 Background 
1.4 Political _:::::::，:觀 ^  
1.4.1 District Administration (cont'd) 
Under its mission statement, one of the principles is that 
'Public participation in community affairs is the key to the 
< success of the District Administration Scheme： 
y Their main responsibilities include district administra-
tion,public enquiry services, emergency services, new 
a r ^ i s , rural planning and Improvement strategy, 
licensing, building management, overseas domestic 
helpeii centres. ？ ” 
m 
_ 
Th^idea of district administration was implemented in 
order to enhance communication between the govern-
ment and the people of Hong Kong and to facilitate the 
'deyelopment of District Administration. They have to 
ensure that the Government Is responsive to the district 
needs and problems & promote public participation in 
district affairs. , ^ 
These moves helped to generate the sense of belonging 
for the people who lived in the district and enhanced a 
channel for the opinions of these residents based on 
their common benefits to be heard by the corresponding 
department in the government. 
Such a channel should be operated effectively to reflect 
to the government the needs and opinions of the people 
who lived in the district so as to influence the directional 
principals and strategies of the corresponding depart-
ments In their decision-making concerning policies that 
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C. Existing state 
I'O Background 
1.4 Political 
In 1842，the Chinese government signed the Treaty of 
Nanjing and was obllged to give Hong Kong island to the 
British since she lost in the Opium war. Hong Kong was 
under the British reign as a colony since then. The British 
had a lot of privileges over Chinese in the earlier days. 
Later, the situation was improved over time, it was 
generally accepted that under such ruling power, there is 
a high degree of freedom provide but without adequate 
democracy. 
二/",，:(？： … 〜 ’ 二 、 -
In 1983, after the Sino-British Joint Declaration was 
signed, it was agreed by 1 功 July 1997, Hong Kong would 
be given back to China. The handover proceeded 
smoothly, and Hong Kong i$ part of China since then, 
> known as Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. By 
means of the strategy of 'one country, two systems’， 
Hong Kong is enjoying a high degree of self-sovereignty. 





1.4.1 District Administration 
iiflllfiiliiii ‘ ::蒙 
‘ - ‘ ‘ - < “ . ‘ 
The idea of district administration was employed for 
more than ten years in Hong Kong. It started with the 
system of District Officers In the New Territories at the 
turn of the century. A system of City District Officers was 
also introduced in the urban areas in 1968, Later in 1981, 
the government announced in the White Paper on District 
Administration in Hong Kong the establishment of a 
District Board and a District Management Committee in 
eaph of thel8 administrative districts. Currently, owing to 
the Hanover, the Provisional District Board was set up 
Instead of the previous district board. 
、、；�、r、���- \ 、 , - ' , 
！：：：顺網禁零!!;.：.染.1:麵:• iiRv：：；：；- •-；；；!•： 
There are currently 18 districts and Wan Chai is one of 
them. Within each districts there are sub-districts 
tJivided. In Wan Chai, there are nine sub-districts. The 
sub-districts concerned are Hennessy and Southorn. 
\ N 、y\)\婉 \ > \ >;r、j、、:;、； V -、、：、…、 、‘ ‘ 
Initially, members of District Boards were all appointed. 
Elections to the District Boards were held for the first 
time iny1982. Altogether there are currently 468 appointed 
members, who are also the elected members before the 
;handoyer,^ithin the Provisional District Board. Among 





夕 ； 〜 ， 
1.4.1 Urban PJanningA/ 
；Jhetwo principal bodies responsible for town planning in 
；Hcf tg Kong are the Land Development Policy Committee 
i ^ n d _ w , _ _ B o a _ P B ) 、 , " , 〈 -
14rhe|lanning Department is one of the departments 
； p o l i c y directives from the LDPC and the Planning, 
arid Landsjranch. ft also services the TPB. 
. f l t r ^ s p o n s i b l e for formulating； monitoring and review-
‘ Ing urban and rural pfenning policies and associated 
? f prS滴ms for the physical development of Hong Kong. 
錄 • .•...磁.：纖•,麵_:-招:；i辟曙'滅：；'_ ：,纖r ：.».. 
^^  JMpre emphasis was placed on territorial and sub regional 
0p l ; ^n i ng in the 80s, leading to the establishment of the ； 
Stfk(^ic Planning Unit and the creation of the Sub-
regional Planning Section within the Town Planning 
, O f f i c e . : 、：，/?‘《;:::‘‘/厂 
'y-y'y' '^^v-rf . •. - ： •；•：；•. -y-：'.--.. ：• •；•： 5^1；：. ： •：•- ,<：. ： ：. ... ••'.:.:.(；；々 ¥. >.... ； . . . •... Y^X-；：：：； 
：. ： i ：•：•.••；>•./ .:.:::.:.,__；:,、.:...:.：.:：；^；?^  ：：：么兴绍;j丨:S於绍:.办j-.;,,.:.々 ,.〜,,,..贫；：：…....--•：•• .：：：：；：.：；：；<：•.t^-miM' •r-j；;? 
〉 ‘ … 〜 … ， , , ‘““,,：‘‘二’ “ , , '/' “ / 
There are three layers In the planning system, from 
general to specific, the territory development strategy, 
sub-regional plans and district and local plans. Guiding 
the preparation of these plans is the Hong Kong Planning 
Standards and Guidelines. 
|:__i耀_i_| ： . , lilisf 觀齊季__ 
' ' ' , : • " , �' � …‘ , ‘ ‘ , , � 
To encourage and accelerate renewai in the old urban , 
areas, the Land Development Corporation {LDC) prdi- ； 
nance was enacted In 1987 and subsequently the LDC 
was established in 1988. The Planning Department acts 
as the main co-ordinator between the LDC and other 
government departments in relation to LDC redevelop-
ment projects so as to redevelop the old urban areas. 
With the proposed schemes in the metropolis scheme 
and recent reclamation projects executed, the identity as 
well as the land use of Wan Chai would be leaning 
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C.Existing State 
1.0 Background 
1,5 Summary (Social) 
The modal age group for male is 30-49 and for female is 
25r49. / z ” , 々’广 
, ‘ t > ‘�, “ ‘ “ ： ‘ 
；;v：^!-.^. . ‘ , „ ‘ 
； Relatively, there is a higher proportion of elderly people, 
f or above, besides ‘ 1 ； 
II 
there is a comparatively large number of widows. 
；'^H”, '' t ‘ ‘‘,', ‘ 
I/,'爲《“广， , ‘‘‘‘'“‘人"• . 
Th^majority speaks Cantonese. The second popular 
language is English because quite a number of English 
speakers live around the mid-levels. 
《 , 1 聲 ； V , ：‘ 二' “：; ‘ ^ 
The majority of the population has attained upper 
^secondary level. The second modal class attained tertiary 
iducation, being degree holders.： lisliipp'pllli 111攀r : _ 1 _ _ 麵 _ _ _ _ " 隱 _ 藝__纖 。：‘““ ： ,‘ 、 
The number of people who are ecbnomtcaliy active is 
around 1.4 times of those who are 
economically inactive. The inactive ones are mostly 
students, retired people and home-makers. Majority of 
the economically active i$ enrolled as managers or 
administrators. 
' ' ' 。 --,、‘‘："，‘ / 
Three modal income groups are 2000 - 3999，10000 -
14999 and 40000+. In terms of monthly household income 
there are two modal groups, the $10000-$14999 and the 
above $60000. The proportion of hfgh monthly income, 
household is higher in Wan Chi comparatively. The 
dominating household sizes are one and two, probably 
because of the elderly or unexpended nuclear family. 
、 、 ‘ , ‘ 
Generally the tenure of accommodations Is owner-
occupied, there is no public estate in the area. Majority 
people live in private residential fiats. Most people 
remained in the same address for a long time, suggesting 
that the mobility is not that high. 
PiiiiiJIIIRiBiillifBffl^^^^ 
There Is a number of social services organizations 
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C.Existing State 
1.0 Background 
1.5 Summary (Historical) 
there are settlements in Wan Chai at least as far early in 
Qing dynasty (1644^1911). After Hong Kong was seized 
by the British, Wan Chai was intended to be a high-class 
residential and commercial centre. The Spring Garden 
: w a s one of these intended region within the district. 
；By the 1860s, foreign presence around the area declined 
；and Chinese presence spread. The population in the 
"；district Increased by a lot. Reciamation in the 1920s was 
thus;aimed at alleviating the serious demand for land for 
housing. 广 广 
jWan Chai acquired its ‘Suzie Wong, image during the 
Korean War in the 50，s and the Vietnam War in the 60s. 
；Together with gambling stalls, brothels and girte bars, 
:二jWariChai was quite an erotic district by then. 
； In the 1950s the Government drew up a long-term 
development plan for Wan Chal. Subsequently, many 
(important developments have transformed the district. , . , ^ , 、 , ' ' ' 
In the 1970s, with the completion of the Cross-harbour 
Tunnel and the waterfront Gloucester Road, Wan Chai 
rapidly developed into one of the fastest-growing com-
mercial centres in Asia nowadays. On the reclaimed land 
in the north of the district, there are numerous tall glass 
shield commercial buildings. The Hong Kong Convention 
and Exhibition Centre as well as the Central Plaza marked 
the commercial image of Wan Chai. 
: , - i1 ：••?.;j _ _ _ 麵 尊 轉 
However, owing to the rapid development of Wan Chai 
and the heavy population, a number of reciamation works 
had been conducted. Different stages of land reclamation 
have left a record In buildings, demonstrating different 
stages of urban growth. Thus, there are a variety of 
characteristic blocks standing according to their chrono-
logical order from hillside to harbour. Several streets that 
used to be coastlines have now become boundaries 
between two different districts, seaside and hillsides, 
new and old. 
Wan Chai Road was laid out by the British government in 
K 1851 in order to accommodate the Chinese who gathered 
around the area, which was also the coastline at that 
time. 
A market building was built at Wan Chai Road and 
Queen's Road East in 1858. Later in 1937 a market 
building consisted of two storeys with part basement 





f . 5 S ™ m a 釋 i t W a l ) 翁 ） 
Throughout h story Wan Chal Is a place of coexistence of 
• e 学 p r e s e n c e 
.e SRread as the foreign one declined. Thus, Chinese 
^ r r t t i t y g r a d u a l l y ^ r m e d .： , 
《 • 二 - n : , 紅 办 , , ‘ 
‘I t acquired the ^ iz re Wong，image and subse-
难hanged into an International commercial and 
f ！Sucji趣velopment reflects the element of flexibility 
I 歡 攀 面 e culture of i 變 郝 c | 麵 i n g — the current 
：么 ermore, the pattern of doubled edged development 
district together with thercpexistence of East and 
tWestimpliesa characteristic of duality embedded within 
the culture bf the district. ^ ^ 
l i l t - 二 . r i p e f t i f g “ 
g dn spite of the advance of the district into an up-market 
prfcbmmercial district, there still fecists tiuite a Wmber of 
traditional Chinese shops and tenement. They house 
various interesting business in various aspects, such as 
, c l o t h e s and adornments, fbod and^rlnks, artsj^d crafts, 
customs as well as daily life. 
‘ , ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ' • 、 , 
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C.Existing State 
1,0 Background 
1.5 Summary (Political) 
變 變 丨 _ 
Hong Kong was given back to China in 1997, signifying 
：二Jl^ enc^^of B ， h , c p ! _ l — n . 丁hough being part of 
China, Hong Kong is enjoying a high degree of self-
严ploying the conceptpf ^on^county, two 
systems'. ” .mm雄L〜;'银说::t\• - •‘、, 
“〉/ / 声： ‘‘ W z / , 巧 。 ） . 
必々二“漏纖,r珍了:n':'"': • 
t TM'rfea of district administration is still employed and 
f,, ；^an Chai is one of the 18 districts under this system, 
f JPr终丨绅nal District Board act as the channel for commu-
； ; nication between the public and the government 
5 There are two principaf bodies responsible for town 
；:planning In Hong Kong. They are the Land Development 
々Policy Committee (LDPC) and the Town Planning Board 
addition, the Planning Department is respon-
f tslble for formulating, monitoring and reviewing urban 
§2 ancl:mral planning policies ahcFassociated programmes: 
：^ for the physical development of Hong Kong. 
In response to the urgent demand for urban renewal, the 
Land Development Corporation (LDC》Ordinance was 
enacted in 1987 and subsequently the LDC was estab-
lished to deal with the problem. 
According to the metropolis scheme and recent redama 
tion projects executed, the identity as well as the land 
use of Wan Chai would be leaning towards commercial, 
oriented with some luxury residential blocks. 广, A ‘ ' , ' ' ' / 
義廳__ 
.丨;i.驗;惑终念 
i l i： 
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C.Existing State 
2.0 Physical Condition 
mmmtmsm 
i.-y 2.1 G e p g f a p / ^ _ i 《 : -佩 V〉, 
The geographical aspect of Wan Chai would be studied in 
this part. The boundaries of the district would be stated 
and then further focused on how the sub-districts are 
divided within the district The distribution of zoning 
would be illustrated with a further investigation of the 
topography Of the distria^ 
‘, , :‘，， 2.1.1 District ‘ ；：链； 
T ^ area of Hong Kong known as Wan Chal has different 
names and limits thrpU^hmrt the history of Hong Kong. 
I抬 GoYernmenf dehned off the Various 
districts of Hong Kong. Accordingly, district 5 was Ha 
/ 
‘ ‘/ 
l& i i i f c 
iwl^pQahuan)?^ f 
,:?/“ , ,  y ' : ‘ , ' . 
exten^^ from the Murray Barracks 
” j^o the iC^servation Point or, as>hat we might describe : 
r; toaay;%om Cotton Tree Driveio Tin Lok tane/ Morrison 
w _ , / , / , " , HilfRoad. 、 ； ，，，, 
Ha Wah was a Chinese temi translated as the Lower Bay 
(or alternatively Circuit). Wan Chai itself in Chinese 
means little bay. 、 
r " . fey参謎 
Recently the boundary of Wan Chat from Central District 
was marked by the former Naval Dockyard and the f 
Victoria Barracks. The Hospital Hill or Mt. Shadwell (the 
site of the Ruttonjee Sanitorium) and the adjoining ； & ? 
Morrison Hill (now levelled) separated Wan C h a i ； 
Wong Nei Chung Valley, (now Happy VaHey) and its outlet 
to the sea (the Bowrington Canal-Canal Road). To the ^  
east of Wan Chai beyond Morrison Hill was the East Point 
property of Jardines. 
lis -‘-> --
if 
Wan Chai can be divided geographically into five princi-
pal sections. ； 
• Between Kennedy Road and Queen's Road East It 
can be further subdivided into the steep hilside part 
below Kennedy Road and the streets and terrraces 
more immediately adjacent to Queen's Road East. 
• Between Queen's Road East and Johnston Road. 
South of Hennessy Road from Fleming Road to Tin 
Loklane, i.e. north of the Ruttonjee Sanitorium, 
Wood Road and what was formerly Morrison Hill. 
• Between Johnston/ Hennessy Road and Gloucester 
Road, or the Praya East Reclamation. 
Recent reclamation on the north side of Gloucester 
Road. 
Nowadays, being one of the 18 districts In Hong 
Kong? the extent of Wan Chai district is shown on the 
map provided. 
'''// .‘々"/,,,/ /人,‘r〜 
i _ 
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2.0 Physical Condition 
2.1 Geography 
2.1.2 Region 
； A s mentioned previously, the Wan Chai district can be 
further divided into sub-districts. There are altogether ten 
/;of th>m. They are as follows, Hennessy, Oi Kwan, Canal 
、‘Road/CauseWay Bay, Tai Hang, Jardine's Lookout, 
Happy Valley, Stubbs Road, Southom and Tal Fat Hau. 
]fhCsub-districts concerned are Hennessy and Southom. 




Wan Chai district is fragmented and chaotic in terms of 
its urban fabric. Owing to the difference in the timing as 
well as the intention of the development, the distribution 
of building types is somehow in a quite scattered man-
I 
However, the landuse pattern of Wan Chai can be some-
how observed in terms of layers. The north being mainly 
commercial, with newly built commercial/ office towers 
dominating. The area south of Hennessy Road, is the 
mainly residential. The in-between layer is mixed-use, 
both commercial towers and residential blocks, a result 
of a former residential area being gradually replaced by 
office buildings. 、、 - . \ 、 
Except for Wan Chai Sports Ground, the Southom 
Playground the Wan Chai Park and the Happy Valley 
Race Courti most open spaces are in the form of tiny 
pocket space scattered over the area. 
.、..、-好“：；：決、、、"^:.钱. ：•：• ； •‘ .-
\ � \\\ 
iThere i多 one point worth mentioning, that is, on the street 
level, nearly all activites are mainly retail, not large scale 
ones^ but instead, small and humane one, without being 
much deliberatedi These elements are crucial to the 
essence of the atmosphere of the streetscape in Wan 
Chai. 
C. Existing state 
2.0 Physical Condition 
• i:丨:i J:肖 I;.:-: I- Ilii; 酵 ® ； I：； 1 着 ; : : : IfS 
2.1 Geography 
2.1.4 ； Topography 
_ a s 
；M u c h of the land of the current Wan Chai district is 
by reclamation, thus being flat in nature, 
f 黎4麵缚r, on tKe south side of the district, it is generally 
|Jhill^lppes.rnTere are three mountains which are all of 
|;|slmila|helghts on the south side of the district. They are 
I ^ M o i i ^ Cameron (439m), Mount Nicholson (430m) and 
Lookout (463mp? 
, . 嘗 Z 夕 ， 
？- Dormnant flat open spaces in the district are the Wan 
嫁辟rtdrdifind，知uthornl^layground, Wan Chai 麗 
_ 
Park and Happy Valley Race Court. 
_ _ 
令Two^ignificant tall structures in the district are the 
Hopwell Centre (63 storeys) and the Central plaza (74 
碌，’！ '。 i i i i 
The remaining flat areas in Wari Chai are covered with 
new commercial or residential towers, around 30 storeys 
or more, old residential blocks not more than 15 storeys 
tall, together with tiny pockets of open spaces, 
監ilipp鐘_磁___::....:..::》..::碎.:：.：丨 .」:if •••：：；:. 释 ； ••；••.'：丨ig"::':.:..::..《l 
: . " • L.:•;:: • liii..... ； 忿 ; 公 场 ; g i ; ： ； ^ : 疾 ' ： • ' • 於实 
Within the two sub-districts that are being particularly ； 
dealt with, it is generally flat m terms of the relief, gently 
sloping upwards towards the south, rising up to around 
30m in height in the very south end. The Ruttonjee 
Sanatorium, particluarly close to the street market along 
Wan Chai Road, sits on a level of 15m above the flat land. 
The area used to be the Morrison Hill but now being 
levelled. 
！ i i i 
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C. Existing state 
2.0 Physical Condition 
.i:;.: lii；麗 II:- i 1.丨 __ 義 續 画 麵 丨 - • iKil： 斤：费鞋露丨这丨:」 
2.2 Site 
- “‘‘ ；,广；^；-,/ ‘ ‘ ‘ , 
The site,chosen w^ralong Wan Chai Road, particularly 
the street martlet, boundaries being defined by the 
Johnston Road and the Queen's Road East. 
_ 》：飞-
二乾 From a macrb point of vlew, the site is approximately 
/ ^ l ^d i s tan t from the Pacific Place in Admiralty and the 
g | T i t e s Square in Causeway Bay, two recent significant 
/ shopping place nearby. 
2.2.1^ Views around the site 
There are a number of interesting views around the site 
and would be illustrated in this part. By means of the 
！mages provided, the sense of a chaotic and fragmented 
urban fabric with a rich histoncaf and cuiturat b a c k - “ 
ground would be protrayed. , -
Images of another portion of Wan Chai Road extending 
from the site are presented as well to reflect the current 
appearance of this portion^ The dominating activities are 
still small retail shops which Is very to the quality of a 
humane street. : 
C.Existing state 
2.0 Physical Condition 
2.2 Site 
2.2.2 Views within the site 
Wm 
Images of main street elevations at ground level are 
provided in this part to protray> dear picture of the 
current situation of the site. lt ls.quite obvious that the 
street market is:a very busy one, with lots of people and 
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C. Existing state 
2,0 Physical Condition 
2.2 Site 
：•：：•：：..•>,： ： ：: -.ail^ y f^mrnmmrnmmmmmipi： 
2.2.3 Main circulation path 
T片终pedestrian circulation paths around the site are 
sKovvn on the map. The MTR station exits, tram stops, 
翁：：两努辦 i i i i i 
• 
and minibus^stpps are marked as well, since 
they are crucial points bf mfluencing factor in determin-
： -^. x u l ： t^ l-f：?： .. ing the pedestrian circulation pattern 




2.2.4 Main traffic routes ； /〜"？〈: " , : , “ ‘ / -
The traffic routes would b ‘ martced as well as the car 
parking areas. Both Items would be significant param-
eters with correponding implications on subsequent 
decisions made in the design progress. 
2.2.5 Greenery & Open spaces 
As mentioned before, most open spaces in Wan Chai are 
taking the form of tiny pockets. This part would give an 
idea of the location and the appearance of these open 
考 I 
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Mean Maximum, Mean & Mean Minimum Temperature at Hong Kong 
Royal Observatory, 1997 
C. Existing state 
2,0 Physical Condition 
2.3 Climate 
J . 
The climatic issues would be taken into account as they 
are parameters whidh would have implications on the 
nature of activities taking place in the end-product. 
Besides, they are parameters mthe design of the end-
product In terms of providng shelter as well as human 
(comfort. 
l i i 
i i w M i l 
M 
f Th声 Information is extracted from Summary of 
M‘(irorolog丨cal Observftions 丨rf Hong kon§ 1997. The 
observations were taken in the weather station nearest to 
theisit^ the Hong Kong Observatory. The postion of it is 
latitude 22°18Vlongtitude 114^10'. The elevation of it 
abbve mean sea-levet is 32m. 
錢：K:; Temperature : ： 
二 巧 “ 二 ？‘,,闲…：/ r , J 
The relevant information prWided in this section a r e : , 
• mean air temperature ,;;” 
• daily mean temperature at the Hong Kong Royal 
Observatory “ 
‘‘ ‘‘ , ‘ ‘ 
The highest mean temperatures are recorded as well 










2.0 Physical Condition 
2,3 Climate 
2.3J、；Sun,二乂‘々。:？::-- • :'“•:'〜•:',,‘‘ 
Three sets of information would be provided In this part 
concerning the climatic issue regarding the sun. They 
are: _ _ 麵 i 
f • 2 卯n ray diagram regarding Hong Kong as a reference 
iMPlSJwncerning shadows； cast^ r^ ... 
^ I : # r i t i ca t sunang le _ 
〜,广 daily total bright sunshine duration (hours) 
_ The information regarding daily total bright sunshine 
\ ^duration in hours is taken at King's Park weather station 
！ : sinceJt is the only station that conducts such recording 
_ 
- g interestingly, the months with highest sunshine duration 
J in hours are January, October and November. 
； 雕 ^ ^ 蔡：.：.,：：,•： • i i i i w w ^ m m m m k . \ 
i i i i X ；; ‘ ' � ‘ 
l i l l i 
2.3.2 Rainfall 
, 、 ， ： ' ， - - ； - , 、 r / : ? : V - L , '.;y： ‘ 
‘ 、 , ‘ - “ , ' < ' ； 
The rainfall throughout 1997 is illustrated in the bar chart 
provided. The highest rainfall was recorded from June to 
August, that Is during summer； 
M P 
: 霸 I 、、‘、 
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The mformatron of the climatic issue regarding wind is 
mainly about the prevailing direction and the mean 
speed. However, an additional set of data taken at Central 
么Plaza weather station would be provided since it is closer 
；/ site. There is no other meterological informations 
；"provided by this station. Besides the location of this 
J much higher than the others, thus information 
(regarding the wind issue is different form that at ground 
,,；"眉 人 �” ‘ 
“；":伊々 ":'〜’， “ 
It would be worth mentioning that the data regarding this 
v'tem varies a lot owing to influencies of surrounding 
/ /buildings which would lead to change in air current and 
e thus creating local conditions instead.； _ _ _ iill __ 
_ 
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O c t o b ^ : | f 
November's； 
December 义饮>、 、-、 
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For automatic weather stations, the percentage of data 
available for computation, when less than 99.5, is given 
in brackets next to the monthly value. 
：翻 lit 
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2A Significant Built Structures 
Significant built structures around the site are recorded 
owing to their Influences and impact on the district 
culturally, physically and functionally. 
The buildings mentioned in this part are structures that 
have significant physical impact on the site. They may 
alternatively be landmarks of Wan Chal or even perform-
ing unique function in the district. 
2.4.2 Buildings 
"力; A 2.4.1 Historical Sites 
As mentioned, there are a number of site and buildings in 
WanChai which have been existed for a long time and 
some of them may be even semng the community since 
then. 
C.Existing State 
2 0 Physical Condition 
gp^ 、；’ 
？







Left: Big monsters dominating in Wan Ghai 
Right: Co-existence of new & ok! 
C.Existing State 
2,0 Physical Condition 
；： 讓書___!________圓_顯 
2.5 Site Feature 
This part describes yarlous characteristics and 
features within the district that may either be very 
unique about the site br may have implications on 
subsequent design process. 
i i i 
Left: Skyscrapers competing for height 
Right: "Sky of Wan Chai” is seriously framed 
i f 
C.Existing State 
2.0 Physical Condition 
2.6 S u m m a r y ： . 
.;,.:’M::_:誠嚷&；；钱-： 
Wan Chal district is'never a small district. Currently its 
BQ^nJ^oad (west), Lady Clement's Ride 
(south), La Tak Tsuen Road (east) and the coast (north), 
’"卸 l^distrlcts are divided within Wan Chal district 
igjthem Hennessy and Southom are all of main 
)which the site belongs. 
tThelan^ use is generally commercial on the reclaimed 
; ;^landind residential on the south. In-between is the area 
:wrtH functions of residential and commercial distributed 
t Hin ajrahdom and scattering manner. Open areas are 
^generally taking the form of tiny pockets scattered within 
r f^hpistr ic t , except for few with very specific purposes 
r f s u ^ ^ sports ground, race courts, etc. 
雄 猫 呼 。 ’ J 攀 ： 氣 r K ' , 、 : ’ •'、.:.,.... The topography of the district Is flat generally，especially 
on the northern part, most of which are obtained by 
reclamation. Towards the south are hilly steep slopes. 
There are three mountains within the district, they are of 
approximately the same height The site concerned is flat 
in general. 
；"•： r - : ‘ : ... ::、(:.; ‘：、,.、,‘/.:' 
ill 
The site chosen is the street market along Wan Chai ; 
Road. Views around and within the site are recorded. 
The climatic issues are as follows. In 1997, the sunshine 
duration is highest in November. The rainfall and mean : 
temperature is highest from June to August. Concerning 
the wind, the wind speed is highest in August, and the 
modal prevailing direction is between 060 to 0 8 0 . 、 
There are a number of significant built structures within 
〔the district such as the post office, the market complex, 
the Hopwell Centre, the temple, the Ruttonjee hospital, 
； t he TaiYau Arcade etc. 
0 \、h \ � \ \ 、< 、 
; : The 态ite features around are the co-existence of old and 
\ new buildings, the dominating gain! monsters together 
；{ witli the lo^ and historic buildings, the verticaiity that the 
；new commercial buildings possess and thus framed the 
》"sky" of Wan Chai 
W i 
W p : 
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C. Existing state 
3.0 Client/End-user 
:：:』:,:i i t l 讓 _ _ _ _ _ 1 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 | _ _ _ ® ^ 
3.1 Client 
The client ofthls urban renewal scheme is the Land 
D^?丨印mefit Cprp^k辨ion (LDC), a statutory body. They 
are specially established to carry out urban renewal in 
^Hohg Kong. An alternative urban renewal strategy is 
proposed so that the LDC can perform its role in a more 
l^fdiv^rsified manner. 萬:W,,、:：: : : 
乂 ’ - ： ； - ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
3.11 jThe Land Development Corporation (llDC) 
•U7 
The Land Development Corportipn (LDC) was 
I estarilijished m January 1988, under the enactment of the 
Land Development Corportion Ordinance in 1987. its 
；function are to undertake, encourage, promote and 
^facilitate urban renewal, thereby improving the standard 
ibf [lousing and the environment of Hong Kong. ； 
於广、；二r s'：'''' '7 '々：么 „ ‘工c ‘ ‘‘‘ y" 
The Vision statement of LDC Is as follows: 
«；：,•v：-：'^:：^,^  ••• • '• •'.-：：•.：： 攻穿：.丨：琴弟;；念簽众衫:(丨丨.：<：:载.：：^^.y 丨丨-.l.-:::资"..::.::::‘:.. 
"Our vision is to regenenrate the dilapiated areas in Hong 
Kong. We shall do this by planning and implementing 
apprbplate urban renewal istrategies which have the 
support of society. / 
Our aim is tto undertake projects which minimise disrup-
tion to people's livelihood and socila ne^orks, meeetthe 
needs aand aspirations of the people affected, and result 
in clear benefits to the community. ； 
We shall act with integrity, dedclation, and the highest -
standards of professional exceeilence. 
We pledge to maintain a chaifenging and fulfilling 
working environment where staff who are committed to :〉 
achieving our goals will have a rewarding career. 
Together we will build a better Hong Kong." 
���� �� � ‘ . •‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
： 、 、 ： 々 、 ； 、 ： - 、 , “ ； 、 ’ 
The LDC would be elevated by the Government to the 
status of Urban Renewal Authority. They are vested with 
power to acquire and assemble land and to plan and 
carry out urban renewal projects. Initially the LDC was 
provided by the Government with an interest-bearing 
facility of HK$ 100 million. By March 1996 the LDC 
has a total net assets of HK$ 1.7 billion. 
该 统 譽 殘 觀 怒 縱 . 、、 、 • ‘ •'：'• 
Owners^might have been invited initially to participate in 
the retoeloF^ent projects, but later the LDC considered 
such approach as unwise and impracticable. As the LDC 
had limited funds, in order to make the redevelopment 
projects commercially viable, developers with financial 
resources and capable of absorbing the uncertainty and 
surprises in the process were invited instead. Not until a 
'7, 
7 




































‘ , '二 “ / z,‘‘, 
3.1.1 The Land Development Corporation (LDC) (cont'd) 
^^trong capital base is built up and the relevant experi-
is;acquired;the LDC would not carry out redevelop-
线I—jects on its own or in conjunction with property 




policy is that private developers were invited, 
^ throtigh open tenders, to participate as Joint Venture 
Pafftners. Successful developers selected are required to 
smake isubstantialUp 疗ont payments to the LDC to enable 
| i t fed^ratefrom a postion of relative financial safety. 
4 Developers also provide aft the financing necessary to 
cover up various project expenses. As the market may 
not be always stable, such approach would shift the 
financijal burden of risks to the developers instead. 
. . 丨：茨. _ ..：耗丨;:a：丨袋务-M'；.：-,.：^. -： ； ^ ；；::.」.绍舞沒麥:：.彡r:敏：绝？;:&：；蘇丨姿絲该；；?:丨;： 
/ / ^ / /i , V 
T|je LDC inevitably dislocates existing residents or 
executes compulsory purchase of private properly as a 
result of urban renewal. The tbc provides cash compen-
sation packages or offers rehousing at affordable rents. 
The renewal projects carried out so far are mainly 
commercial or residential in nature. The demand for 
communities facilities and open spaces are taken into & 
consideration in those projects. The LDC adheres to 
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 District
 C e n t r e 
C. Existing state 
3.0 Client/End-user 
. . - • •  ；• -vr.- ；；：；vi：•>• .••^V.；；；；：.：；：；^-/ii ；；^'：；?：?；：/-：!；?^ sviiSj^：-：?iigjii^r‘；：?^^-i； ："•”.：：：；：«^；：；-. • 》 : 1 : : : ; : i滋^^^ 
3.1 Client , 
纖_二:、:纖:.灘 i 
3/U Property Acquisition Procedure Employed byLDC 
/ ‘ , ‘, / / y ‘ / ‘ / ‘ ‘ “ /",?‘' , ', , / / ‘ / “ ‘ ‘ , / ‘ ‘, ‘ , , •‘ , , 
A flow chart os provided to illustrate the procedure of 
property acquisition employed by Land Development 
Corporation. ” , / 
• 稀 纖 s 
耀邏m. 
搏科絲：分 
LDC proposes acquisition price to Property Owner in writing. 
灣 j p 
‘ Property Owner accept the price 
(vacant possession) 
Property Owner returned completed Appendix 2 & 
submit lease information of the property 
‘“/ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
, - , ‘ ‘ , - -
r ^ Z , “ 
Z '/" Z Z _ . ‘ "'4 “；:"“ 〜:,0 
''' ,i '' : '' _ _ i i i : ： •：)：纖W ‘ _蒙丨.『：产 ：；饭趙珍丨：；:突：為.丨：丨：；这.：......；;：•：努丨. ；;::.:钱::::丨::淺_:.... ..〈 
Property Owner returned completed 
_ Appendix 1 
� / / ' : ' ' �’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
‘V ‘ “ ^ 
/ ‘ X 
LDC arrange measurement of areaof the property 
and check the relevant lease/ tenant information 
_ _ _擴_籍？… … . S > . . : .、：， j , . . ; —：： smmmmMm 夢 … 蔬 “ ‘‘ 
‘ ‘ \ 
‘ Z , f〔 /：,‘,‘；‘‘‘‘‘.,； 
漆麵#:• + ..丨.资^探兹^；•珍去势丨：：衫法;终宏粉.欲：潔兹：：須兹mi:盗绍恣丨：）紹:r：^衫：； t^MwR Vtjli^ if ；辣：麥鬆:i;l ‘‘':: “ .• 1 ,'''‘-y /• ： • • r ‘ ‘ 
Acquisition Completed 
Acquisition Completed 
Both parties completed the deed on 
agreed date in contract of sale, 
handover the property, Property Owner 
receives the remaining amount of the 
aareed orice. 
Both parties completed procedures 
such as calculation of division of rates, 
rent and miscellaneous fees, as well as 
the paying and receiving procedure. 
LDC & Property Owner sign the contract & relevant 
documents, Property Owner receives deposit 
Both parties completed the deed on agreed date in 
contract of sale, complete the deed of acquisition, 
occupied possession. Property Owner recieves the 
remaining amount of the agreed price 
Both parties completed procedures such as 
calculation of division of rates, rent and 
miscellaneous fees, as well as the paying and 
receiving procedure. 
LDC & Property Owner agree on conditions of sale 
LDC appoint its lawyer to arrange with Property 
Owner's lawyer to handle relevant legal documents 
LDC & Property Owner agree on 
conditions of sale 
LDC proposes the occupied possession acquisition 
price (property as well as lease being sold) 




 C e n t r e 
Population Distribution in W a n Chai District ： 
Tai Fat Hau 
3,2 Demongrahic Study of the Sub-districts, Hennessy and Southorn 
The demographic study of the sub-districts, Hennessy 
and Southorn, is presented in this section so that a more 
clea^ picture of the end-users, residents in the 
‘@figjifourh(^od and the people working around. Again 
I %1this|tatistical information is extracted from the 1996 
.^ ;^|Populatlon By-census： However, only information 
gl^ain^populat lon composition and type of quarters are 
• i l l冬：恕、么;/ , ‘ ‘ 
3.2.1 ^^J?opulatlon Composition ；；. 
(參TH| 吟pulation of this two sul^i'stncts, Hennessy and 
f fSoutKorn, making up 9% and 11% of the population 
I ^respiettively./ - ,,--::〜：- '、， ’ ' 
^ l l f i ^ i t e obvious that that there is a relatively high ^ 
5f;fnumber of men between women above 75 years old and 
In Hennessy. The modal age group for male and female is 
30-34 and 35-39 respectiv^y. The majority of the pdpuia-
； t i on Is between age 30-44 In this sub-district, both male 
and female. ， V 
In Southorn, interestingly there is a fairly high number of 
female age 30-34. The modal ： 
age group for male and female is 30-34 and 40-44 respec-
tively. The majority of male population is between age 35« 
49 while that of female Is between 25-44. ； 
讓鎮_:變_醒1_ ： . 爾 ： 零 ： ： 編 ； 雜 
� ‘ ‘二 ��� � . 
Interestingly, in both sub-districts, numberofmen f / 
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•〉:；：.：轉：界;磁黎：：）• • ：•：•:舒《•； 
_ _ _ _ …丨： 
Non-domestic quarters 
_魏纖:.輯；探钱:f轉汝;> ：：.》淺& • 
V ； 、 > � -
• ...•难從.:::.:.、:..:-../.• ： ； •"• 
、 ：S t a f f quarters、 \ \ Simple stone structures/ 
Traditional village houses 
、、、“^、、、、、<、、戈< ~V、、、、、、、、、、\、 、、、 
\ \xcVi[las/ BungaJows/ 




Type of Quarters In Southom 
Private residents 
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， 事 I 1:： 
C.Existing State 
3.0 Client/End-user 
、 \ " ‘ Z ‘ K'y" 々J f , ；, ； /二 、； ‘  
Demongrahic Siudy of the Sub-districts, Hennessy and Southom (cont'd) 
laiiP 丨 3.2.2 Type of Quarters"^  
零 _ _ 職 纖 k 
纖 爾 • 〜 … ， 
a S ^ ^ J ^ f a r t o t h e o v e r a l l b o m p o s t i o n i n W a n C h a i 
_ _ ， § : 。 f ^ _ _ e _ v a t e r e s i d e n t i a l 
| | b ! _ ” ， ， t w ” u b ’ t r i c t s . H o w e v e r , o n e i n te res t -
i i w f p p ' n t that Southom different from Hennessy is the 
gz次presence of villas/ bungalows/ modern village houses, 
- j ^ p ^ e stone stmctures/ traditlona! village houses, 
-^butt iotas a significant portion to the whole population of 
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_ r i t ^ 
nrMSm 
i i ^ i _ _ _ 
_ 纖 
葡m 
；// temporary structures 
“ / 、 ； … … “ ‘ ‘ ‘ “ \ \ 
Non-domestic quarters 々 � ���� 
7:y.、 
•mm 
i l i i i f l ilia 
, , r 纖 l i i i 
rJype of Quarters in Hennessy 
> Staff quarters |63 
Prj\ate residential flats 
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C. Existing state 
3.0 Client/End-user 
L Summary 111 
Client 
�V 
§ ^ p ^ is^he L，n脅evelo—m (^〒lotion，which is 
responsible for redevelopment projects in decaying r ( 
irban areas in Hong Kong, It was established by the 
，绿 J f f ^ n t ofthe Land Development Corporation On 
J usual practice is to invite private 
康 l i i ^ r 防 • 脚 n t yentiifePartners, however, in this 
了 一 
f E r ^ r s I f f ： 《 氣 〉 ；» 
f 
‘‘：乂/“广松於',、" “， ‘、 Z ： ‘ , 
I s c a n箱suming they;尹re attemptmg to work on its own. 
•漏 
耀 
。 “ / ' 
The demographic studies of Hennessy and Southern 
vl^ub-dlstricts are being analyzed, majority being between 
fe^ 3 0 ^ , both male and female. There is relatively more 
二 w<)man above 75 tears old In Hennessy and fair high 
number of female between 30-34. ^ 
l i i l i i i i i 
Most people live in priyate resldentlal blocks in these two 
sub-districts ； 
_ m ill 
Jii 
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C.Existing State 
4M Contstraints 
4.2 Master Plan 111 
_ 
The master plan iT|,ans the one which is proposed 
originally for the urban redevelopment project in this site. 
It adually serves as reference rather than guidelines 
" i i 
ISi 
:ifi 
冬?，X^tj^ qntline Zoning Plan/Approved Plan 
_ 
^ H ^ g to the OZP t^he site concern^ is currently 
；嚷6藥t i^th respect to the LDC proposals, mainly com_ 
: T h e area has been assigned as a 
"felD^^ ^ area. Government institution and community 
use^ together with market and public toilet should be 
inciucied. A nursery would be provided as well. 
_ 
The Wan Chai market building is listed as a grade ill 
historical building and the Antiquities Advisory Board 
\ m m6biect\on to the demolition of i t ： ^  . , 
i n 
Loca丨 open space wouW be provided at a rate of not less 
than IO ha. Per 100,000 persons, according to the Hong 
Kong Planning Standards and Guideimes. 
、'：々心‘；.r, ,, . z …;：’：、:•%. 7a ？广/:, ‘ 
Existing pedestrian route woufd be retained as much as . 
possible, whereas the development would be set back ； ‘ 
from Queen's Road East such that road widening and a 
bus bay would be provided. Right turn movement of 、 
vehicles would be facilitate as well by means of the set 
back. V：. , ‘。、？:,、：,：'； ： i : : : \ 、 : 翔 ： . " 
_ 
12 LDC Proposal ； 
丨，？这丨丨资:怒丨S)签.•‘ . . . _ . . . 、 i ； : 及 乂:"i 丨丨丨 
•..:.该梦’...+:.+.髮叙:潘丨笼黎阁约::丨：跨丨沒塔^ 
、:��人。：\ 、、、 ^ ‘‘ ‘ '…, ' ' ‘ � ' ' '：,€ '广 
In the proposals three residential blocks would be 
provided with two office towers facing Queen's Road 
East. Open spaces are all located on podium levels. A 
market would be provided as well as public toilets. A 
nursery is provided for community facility purpose. 
The site area is 8510 sq.m. 
....fitfti i i ip ： 11-： 、》、、、 \ 、 、 〉 
2023 sq.m. of commercial area would be provided, 
42881 sq.m. for offices, 
26353 sq.m. for 393 residential units, 
6572 sq.m. for G/IC 
3279 sq.m. for open spaces. 
、：、；、；、\〈 N 、 、 、 \ 、 、 》 々 、 、 、 、 、 、 � … 
. 奪 然 _ _ | 、 、 ： 兹 梦 〉 、 i 众 蔡 ： 广 . . . . - i ： 論 ： ： . 该 ： ： 欲 ‘ .：：；；；：：；|：/-：：；：；；；：^ ：•:::.〉,::'....:《<..•:;:< The schematic plans are provided as well. 
缝.id 
；:Si 
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m m Much of the statutory requirements are still in research 
；；^ some of them would be 丨eft to assumptions owing to 
“ nature of the project as a redevelopment scheme. ,，？ ：‘ ？, ： ，,：二 , ： 
, V .te LDC has an original proposal regarding the redevel-
？ oprnent, most of the areas would be dedicated to office 
l l i i i ^ 
t i S r 邏 琴 n 啊 eswou丨 d b e 急 抽 dtothe 
The market building would be demolished and a new 
1 1 m ^ e t would be provided Instead. A day nursery would 
f^bipfdyldedas well 
teiitiiii 
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10 Mission Statement 
够慈r喊巧^^〈；；化勞！&么力.,。::.（;，:v,,；：-
f ?碟殆ri购due台雄•福ftiiept 6f district centre as an altema-‘‘"…‘…’‘“/.y • "// '一 , 一••场Z 
《jt 够總乡tegyinurbanr 印砂al schemes forfragmented, 
^OiGojalf^Sentences f难•:.:?•。;" ,:.、：‘ ； ： ： , i p i n %,.么 __遍〉::::：：〜：；： 
appropriate space, open /enclosed, 
賽 pi丨ardiwhere p^plie either Jive or work in the 
vTTo be capable of representing the identity of district 
！之i•丨参 To serve as a generator of future development of the 
；工district and perform the role as a district centre 
？$K〔?fi fcont inuouosly % '1 豫雄一“?： •义/力::”、’/ ‘ 
乾 概 , 々 》 . , i 、 ： ： ： ： • • ' , ： “ ；- •,:。..‘ 
‘ : . : 〜 : ; : : • '_,;'::[•_::,•々 ？’ '.y. 
3.0 Issues & Performance Requirements 
聽"：':’^ iK ：拳：幅:C 戈縣：、 
3.1： Interaction ‘： (： •《，^ 力m乂、.. ：； 
； 
The District Centre should be a venue where the spatial 
quality created yvoulil i^ e einhandng and encouri£|itTigf : ？ 
interaction among people, 二 
•.•‘•；.$：- . . . is?:...•....;：.'....:.:势翁丨：丨:::绍游is?:资&；资::::〕:.:.；；<• ：.;•：：•：."V.;:::丨-mm^M/^m .绍P键磁么毅※‘：；：•-
l l i i l S ^ ^ 
3.2 Identity :: , “ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . • . ：，::.:..，::. , .. ： ： 
…、 、 / … ： “ ： ： 、 ？ … ‘ ， , ； ： ‘々、；:。‘‘'广‘, 
� ‘ ‘ ‘ Z ：’"，，’，/,‘,，，'，， 
The District Centre should reflect the characteristics of ； 
the district and further reveal the latent development 
potential of the district 
3.3 Sustainability 
IS i i t i i l i aSWi l ie i^^ 
iiNtsi The District Centre should facilitate the continuum of 
V；： characteristic activities, answering the current trend and 
Being'capabl^ of coping with the future demand, 
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o. Hypothesis of District Centre 
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P e r f p r m _ _ _ _ Conceptual Strategies 
4 1 
l i i l - I。'•广"VV.. Interaction 
4.1.1 .Performance Requrement 1 




Wider Street, so that people Open Areas for People to 
can talk in the middle of ："脚et & i/Vait for Late-coming 
street /Friends ：二 
漏 
：鹏i 4.1.2 Performance Requirement2 
‘、,：：’.， ':U /:::.,•，:::':、'"’:':,、 




£• Fu tu re State of Wan Chai District Centre 
Chairs which Public can 
Move within the Area 
Adequate Shading Views to Streets 
Maximized 
囊 
Steps, Preferably Low Rise 
Ones 、 
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4.2 Identity , 
_ 尋 _ _ _ 峰 | ^ 1 1 1 1 _ | | | | 1 » _ : _ _ _ _ 觀 _ _ 
4.2.1 ； ;Performance Requirement 1 
“ J f m o f e他er]iistonca丨/ cultural settings Shot!丨d be 
•撫t|9 re f le钟 e “sj3irif! of th 绅strictin physlca丨 forms. 
Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
4.0 Performance Requirements & Conceptual Strategies 
xim r 义 t x , .‘ ；/ Partially Demolished 
露 截 ' 於 ？ I 
4.2,2 / Performance Requirement 2 
&^?Characteristics of the site/cUstrict should be captured 
and transformed into/architectural gestures. 
：；々 .;^<>{05：；；^：•《；；;-Z；^：- ••. ； .:... J，.-?:.?::：；；!：.:-；；?；•；•；SS:；：^:；":.、:;：^；；；：^〉二、圣;?><：；；. 
：Preserving the Facades 




Open Space Community Hall Traditional Crafts > ； , � / " '�� 
____,lf〜:.itl i:麵: _ 
Co-existence of Old & NewJ 
East & West，etc. 
Scattered Distribution rather 
than Categorizing & Zoning 
Experience of Verticality of 
Void within Streets 
4.2.3 Performance Requirement 3 
； 
_ 
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4.0 Performance Requirements & Conceptual Strategies 
m 
4.3 Sustainability 
l i p w i t l f c l i l p 
4.3.1 ； Performance Requirement 1 
崎學1 6 | 
Tho 产（li Z » ' 狐 Should be facilitated 
to survive in the distnct r" 
办 ^ 
'么"If '�,"•' 
‘‘仏U'• ‘ ^ 《“ ™ : 
^TUpgr^eanAreafor ： . Market Place to be Improved . 
麵-Traditional Craft & Trade知,vsplhat More People would 
B^^Survive； . - t : l i k e f o C o m e ‘ 
(爽；;》("、：；化汝如:，；,::',、/ 心：卞〜 
4.3.2 Performance Requirement 2 ： 二 s i i i s i ：>；:：-v'mii：^  
Chinese-Fashioned 
restaurants for People to 
Eat & Gather 
Future development of the site arid the district should 
be considered and addressed in the design. •iiS： 
_ 
£• Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
_||||編_ 
Accessible via Most Public f ' f , 虹 ， b , J " ^ z
 / 
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m i f s : • 覆 舊 ！ ！ 舊 I “ , 。 ； 藥 f : " " i i i .
 , , 
•Vf, ....縱: 
‘‘ 〜/' ‘ 0 
“：;• 
Generate a Tourist Centre as 
there are Other Tourist 
Spots in Wan Chai Already 
V V N N . V. X » 
Residential Development to 
Stablize the Residential 
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£• Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
m i w 
4.0 Performance Requirements & Conceptual Strategi 
Circulation 
< ' , , , 4,41 V Performance Requirement 1 
_ 
；Optimum pedestrianizatlon should be attained. 
p i i l ^ i p s i l i ^ p p i 
1 
Proper vehicular circulation to enhance convenience 
and adequate traffic load. ^ 
1 imKK V" \ 
Underground Garpark 
i i a i i mmm 
t\ 
A 
Re-direct of Traffic, 
1 









‘ f ‘� _ _ _ 
5丄1 ExistNSituati “ 
I!麵 •論 _条総_塵__,| 
A 
Mmm 
5.1.2 LDC Original Scheme 
t 、 :/、' 乂 么 " 。 
二1。•丄 
i i i _ _ 
_ 
data regarding the orginaf scheme is as follows: 
'饭‘w^/h;二 ：‘-^：, ？驗：,,m ： 、 ‘ % ；； > 
l l f e l 抑 ‘：染》..::〉‘.:'说.？以〉.)8510sq.m. 
p i i S I , ‘‘‘ “ ‘ ‘ ‘ GFA of the Proposed Redevelopment ： 
Commercial 
Office 
i i l 




- / 1 i 一 ； 〈 ： 〕 豫 發 绝 ？ 袋 勞 ； 在 簽 该 渗 激 ⑴ W 變 • 兹 铃 
Institution & Community Facilities 
(Includes Market and Day Nursery) 
iil Open Space 
2023 sq.m. 
_讓議1_：：纖:._ 
肆 f):丨”： ；S：":.: I；, ： 珍：於 
42881 sq.m. 
众黎赛彳丨續敲i；慈丨较；终:::!":贷!^；；識会: : | _ _ 《 
；： ^；;；-?；;；;：;：^：：? ：::：:;；；;：^；：；；:；:-:.:：：:名 
26535 sq.m. 
_ | | . 瞻 _ | 




5.1.3 Schedule of Accomodation 
113 ifc 
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392600000 
254400000 
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646000000 (HK$) 
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£• Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
6.0 Conclusion 
纖__.___,:_聽^ -. _ • ； : . .、. 
Based on the research regarding Wan Chai, certain 
characteristics & properties of Wan Chal are being sorted 
out and served as starting points of the design. These 
items are not necessarily leading to ny implications on 
the design from the point of view in terms of function & 
programming only. In addition they are also representing 
the "spirit" of the place which is somehow hidden in 
terms of the physical entity of Wan Chal. 
% Thus, besides reading the district and posing its needs in 
〔order to generate the functional and programmatic 
-requirements, the design concept would be partially pre-
determined by the properties of the site 
_》_•_!?____.:::::,囊 If 肆._ j :丨.:，:广纖;_ 
•：•/•;• •  v / i f y ' - : - ! ^ . r < vxy "厂• : : . ； " i i / i ^ w y • • •-、./. •：：•.->; ：； i：.;：；； .； • ：-•:--x'f'^T'：. r'"!:.:.::，i:;iX：：<：-•：.：' • 
tSf^：' Themes ' ' ： 、 。 ： 厂 / / 、 , ‘ ‘ ： 
' ' y ' / ^ ; /''f：. 、，, - ‘二。 , ^ 
f A4 discussed previously, there are certain issues that a 
fetrict centre would possess. Besides； the characteris-( 
tics of the site would definitely be a crucial parameter 
which would have the most significant implication on the 




The Site selected along this portion of Wan Chai Road is 
originally the coastal line of Hong Kong Island. Later, it 
became the STREET MARKET.^  
________ V .严核 I S 羅__. l i i i i iB««»i l i l f 
ililiiplfiiliiiii：：•.'• '. _"、％海.IPI_I ； _ : : : : : “ : : 9 藍 S t . 丨 ： 丨 ； 
STREET MARKET is the most unique aspect of this place. 
Once any inappropiate scheme is carried out, such sense 
of place would be dismantled. 
_ _ _ _ _ : : : : ’ • • : : : I；,; i .：. • 1&：.：；：:：：：；：；«^ 
i l iB i i i i i i i i i Sa 
Thus, there is no doubt that the STREET MARKET would 
be the most representing Identity of the place and new 
meaning as well as opportunities have to be found out to 
generate a design which would enhance Interaction and 
cope with future development of the district. , 
\ \ STREET - a place which used to be for the sake of 
-pedestrian movements, currently often dominated by 
vehicular traffic, separating the connection of the oppo-
:site blocks as well as the Interactive potential of the 
x>\Space, 、！ *��\\\ 
MARKET^a place where retail activites taking place, 
busy in general, abundance with interaction of people, 
giving the place life, nowadays, retail activities are 
generally taking place in large shopping mails, with large 
glass shop windows, though transparent, cutting off the 
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By duality, It means co-xistence of two elements here. 
There are two levels of discussion going on in this part, 
physical and "spiritual". 
、 、 、 、 \ \ : . ‘ 
孩叙: ^； ^；：: ^ ?： - t - - - ： J ：；•；•：；；：：：<• ：•：-• ••i •：^：：：^• ‘):..；；::.、:-^^::::::::';;)入:> ....-•• . :.:.;:“:<.；：. 广 
？:ki、>:、<?•:於-?&、、、令、.、、:《•；、• - ；..<：••<;.>：•； •； .V-Vs：：-  •.、-•;:、:.:...:.》..•:r.--- ::i： ；.：:•: >.s.-; .. •- •;'：••,：• . .•.•；•.:, ； . .••：、：.::、-....:、.:.:-.'么-. .. .:.r-.;V。:-:.、., 
.>： 厂涵恕.丨该： i . 广黨::获:•^广.../•二 
Firstly, in the physical sense, a street is a space majorly 
\aeflned by blocks on its two sides. The double-loaded 
cKaractei^  would be modified so that the two sides would 
be more contrasting so as to enrich the experience when 
one moves along. 
产 r)Secondly, in the "spiritual" sense, the character of Wan , 
\\ Chal, that is, co-existence of old and new, East and West, 
rich and poor……etc, would be somehow transformed 
into architectural language, such as solid and void, light 
and dark, straight and curve, coarse and fine........etc. 













I：;;-/ . ；.：：:：孩：丨_绍彳麥•"^：^：彳：〜签: 
6.Z1 ； Linear Organization 
mentioned in the theme, the very character of the site is 
street market. Street is a linear space, somehow implies a 
^ directional sense, embedding movements and interaction. 
Movements in streets nowadays also include different pace 
introduction of vehicles. Street is different from road 
；y；;； in terms of the target it serves, the former is human while the 
/^  latter IS vehicles. Besides, street is different from piazza in 
terms of the width, the former is narrow, Implying motion; the 
lattens wider and enhance stability. 
Linear organization would be reta丨ned in this design as this is 
the primary essence of the physical character of a street., 
,二：y,:/ ‘ 厂：,,,;'？。”广"：-/：；：/;-/ 
However, spatial quality of the street would be explored, ； 
assimil^ed, re-defined, transformed and enriched. ; V . 
fauiliilli 
By means of circulation, activites are generated along and 
developed, giving different street different characters. 
/ / ' ' 
Interesting streets often meandering so as to increase sense of 
adventure. Further elaboration leads ot meandering with three 
dimensional character. 
I 
£• Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
：」.：,：：-Sii^-iMi®^^^^ • . -J,..,, • i：：：；^：itp' Esk.^：^  ..:......:::幽讓歸 
6.0 Conclusion 
6.2 Organizing Concepts 
；O n c ^ the main theme is set, next come the orgainzing 
concepts/serving as guiding factors in the design. These 
concepts help to organise the design in various aspects, 
such as physical and formal settings, the spatial quality, 
the characteir,lhe atmosphere of the place, etc. 
w w n
 Chai
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£• Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
6.0 Conclusion 
6.3 Phasing Plans ; 
纏 ： : 1 , i； ：: •，:,: 
...., ；- . : • . . . . . . . . , : . : 
,.,--: ;:.…...::•：；••、. ：,.：,：： 
Before proceeding to the design and exploration stage, 
there are some issues addressed in the research stage 
；which have to be tackled These items would be dis-
； , —sed subs胡uently, concerning the financial feasibility, 
r ^ the traffic arrangements and the handling of the original 
>U residents and business.： 〜 
。《'、ih:M/仏：必么； 么：々 /: ‘ ‘ • •‘‘ 
6.3.1 i^Developmetal Strategies 
： ‘ The idea that the Wan Chai District Centre would be 
f mostly retail activities in nature is simply generated out 
-of the urge of enhancing interaction among people only. 
A^TKere'ls also financial consideration beforehand as well. 
Currently the rental value in Wan Chai District are as 





-$18 per sq.m 
per sq.m. 





va lue ) : 
‘ ‘ 
In the original proposal byLDC, Office Function has a 
very dominating role. However, in the current situation In 
Wan Chai, partly owing to the economic atmosphere,: 
partly owing to the rapid increment in the supply of the 
developer in terms of erecting office towers, the vacancy 
of office buildings in the area is extremely hlgh/There-
fore, It would be very likely that the supply of office 
towers in the original proposal could not be a lucrative 
proposal. On the other hand, the retail activities would be 
more welcoming. As part of reflection of Wan Chai , , , 
character, small shops would be easier to survive than 
those large department shops, in addition, as a result of, 
lower financial risk, the smaller shops would help more 
people to develop their own business, thus also attract 
people to come back to live in or near to Wan Chai. 
There is certainly a need to maintain the population 
residing In Wan Chai and even better to have it increased 
Rather than having the residential developments on this 
particular site, it would be more logical to have the 
residential developments southwards on or near the hill.； 
Rightnow there is already a concentration of residential 
blocks, that is to say, by means of transfer of rights, it , 
would be much easier to get the lots along Wan Chai 
Road, and then benefit the owners of the lots as well as 
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6.0 Conclusion 
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丨:s::;；::::;..;;:键努:'-mmmMfrnM^ M^^  10怒突於：• 錄磁务.:》::::::：饭V._:;丨... +• ++.: •::::::::; 
6.3 • ' ' • I n i g : • 縫 
i l i i l i S i i S ^ 
戮 纖 巧 “ ： / ： , 
‘‘ "/"/'":""、,:/:"',",;, “ ,/'〈)i//'‘广 J ； ^  ‘ , 
The confrontlng fact ofthe need for a passage for vehicles 
conbei^ng Queen's Road East and Hennessy Road and the 
nebd to provide a better STREET for pedestralns is a very 
r ;i practlcal:and crucial point in this site. 
There are different options thought of and rather than shifting 
i f t of V)^;^”al，cf,:it,，d b謂 or. 
,effic丨ent and effective as well m terms of the overall planning of 
to have the traffic routes re-dlrected, 
鎮 ！ 縱 乂 .T %雜絲：：-、’、,， 
\ / Cohcemlng the exisiting condition. Wan Chat Road is the first 
；passage as connection, but as a careful study is conducted, 
g^h^traff ic direction of Tai Yuen Street is same as its 
Spring y^h丨ch isoppositeofWan 
餘；丨 …。r mmtJ. 
As a result, It is proposed that the 
• mm* M • 
讓編 traffic direction of Tai Yuen 
y :: Road to be reversed. That is to say the traffic arrangement 
would be as as follows: 1； l 
First to have Wan Chai Road street market portion compfetely 
“ > ‘ _ _ _ pedestrianized, ‘‘,‘‘ '‘： 
Next, to compensate the urge for the vehicular connection, Tai 
Yuen Street would then have the traffic direction reversed,。 
serving the traffic that orlgnally employing the Wan Chai Road 
street market portion. % : : . : : 、 . 吃 〔 • 在 ： . 彻 
Loading and unloading for the WQan Chai District Centre 
would be provided by either management means along the 
proposed pedestrianized Wan Chai Road or by the providing 
an area within the district centre; > 
6*3.3 Original Residents & Business 、、、、、、 , ' 
〉Most of the current urban renewal proposal have all the, 
residents, activities and the sense of place dismantled from the 
root, in order not to have our culture vanished, the heritage 
；shou ld be retained. What the actual hertiage is not simply the 
乂 协？：妙"dings, facades, etc. it Is the people and the 
perpetuation of the activities. 
Z - ‘ ‘ � � . … ‘ 
？ ：、 \ \ � ’ . - “ 
〉\ To handle the residental mass, the development should be in a 
thoughtfurand considerate mode. The residential portion 
I |should.be built first on the lots out of this site, I.e. the lots 
‘south of the site near the Kennedy Road residential mass. The 
housing would then be dedicated to the original residents. 
After the shifting of the residents from the site to the new 
residential area, then the Market building would be first part to 
re-built. 
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Future State of Wan Chai District Centre 
6.0 Conclusion 
：；；：__ |:__||_____|_讓 ：：V 
. z / ‘ V； ；‘ V/xf, 2% ：？心'’，，广，" ,, 
6.3 Phasing Plans ： : , 
» Z Z /", ,, , 
6.3.3 , Original Resicfents &Business (confd) 
： 俩 ⑩ , 麵 , 麵 . ) M t : : 、 》 ： 
H i e existing market bulldingls partially occupied and thus 
rather easy tor be^mptied and the construction can be started, 
pnce thls part is completed most busines can be moved inside 
and then the remaining part of the development can be 2 proceeded 
I衫'' 
'厂，‘ Itl ： + i i l l 穷 , 
〜I Upon the completion of the proposed design, the business and 
the^ftarket people can be re-distributed into the desired 
location. V • 
This I S actually first half of the proposal. The next phase would 
then be further develop 叩on the Wan Chai Road street market 
/^ remaining portion, that is northwards. 
y Such development would then allow the junction of Wan Chai 
Road and Cross Road becoming a prominent point in the 
disWct centre. Such place would then be the real busy point of 
' ' ' V .:/':'‘ ：.--：->： 
祐；；:.^；^:；：：：：；:；：：；；；："；^:$：：忿：«^：：：^;:；/>^;；^：;终:.猶终.• • ••• >：；'r-知，..：.，：.：4-<；：.;； • ： ...... . S : : ; v < v v ; v f - ‘ < x v >：：>.<：<：：-'.>：^：：：<：：：：：^；：；：<.： ••••：^-；：；.••：：：•；；.,•；_-.:豹丨.:y：：：；：：...-::Cv;;r>  











 C e n t r e 
r. Design Development 
•_,____霞_:_漏 ：: :、•.：!,：：.:: _囊_：輕 1::/::::::編 ^ .. 
1.0 Parameters 
1.1 Original Residents E Business 
‘ , . / … / ' y ‘ , . 
,‘、,:。•::/二、喊::/：^:.;'-？, •• • ':,.•'。•/,::,"—— 
- A s mentioned previously, the original residents and business 
: i s the most important heritage that we have to address. 
Regarding the residents, as they are crucial elements m the 
.cKstrlct, thus they would not be forced to move to other 
districts. As mentioned in the phasing plans section, the 
residents are proposed to be re-allocated to the resaidential 
area in the south, just cross Queens Road East, by means of 
《 ’ transfer of rigKt, to acceleraWthe process of purchasing the 
《'::iots from the owners. In terms of the overall planning of the 
, ,whole area, the distribution of activites would then be more 
\ r appropiately assigned. Besdies, the district centre would then 
be more defined in terms of its image and function. 
令 ' ： ‘ ' ： “ / ‘ , 
^Concerning the business, by means of original, there are 
I fS^ ra lpo in t s to have addressed that have Implications on 
f|;!<|esig^Firstly, some of the business are quite traditional and 
：嚴?need fo be allowed to survive in ttie district centre. These；； 
business have been listed in the previous reserch section. 
Secondly, the shops are generally small in sea丨e. Thug the 
division of area within the district centre can be a little bit tight 
and a buffer area between the street and the shops should be 
allowed for pedestrians to stop by and chat. Shop windows ？ 
should be avoided which wouid be a barrier for the free flow of 
interaction field lines. , 
In order to cope with the development process of the whole ： 
proposal, the market building would be built first and then the 
business would be moved into there. After the compition of the 
district centre, the business wouid be move into the desired 
lots, then the original market building wouid then become a 
complex housing galleries, art & craft shops and other special 
shops so that the movement inside the building can be with a 
more enriched experience. 
1.2 Pedestrians Traffic 擎•纖….j.: f i i iMi iy i l iW ::國_.^應_1___ 
、〉\办、V;-:1、、< � . \ - ,…-/ -； 
� … � \ > � � ‘ 
：Rather than to sacrifice the area for vehicular traffic, the Wan -
0 Chal Road would be proposed to be pedestrianised so as to 
: r ea l l y dedciate this district centre to the residents and citizens 
:as well. The rectification to tackle the traffic is that the 
neighbouring Tai yuen Road wouid have the original traffic 
::》direction reversed so as to serve the traffic flow originally 
〉using Wan Chai road. 
； fe：麵2实、 、 /:,. 
> 。 \之、、、、、、、:、、、、\ 、、•^ ^ I、{The Stone Nullah Lane would be serving as a service lane for 
、loading and unloading for the district centre as well as the buildings on the other side of the lane. 、 \ \ ^  \、 、 
The pavement of Queens Road East would be set back for the 
bus station so that the traffic congestion caused by the buses 
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F. Design Development 
1.0 Parameters 
1,3 Activities & Functional Distribution 
.:::盗災;；：；.......:：..:券灸彡法i；!；麥：终等决彭彡潜并珍经叙:珍终:'i^ii ：>'：：：；..绍彡彡..•• 彳：..::；1:::::；:〔彳:彳:丨:丨:^&(?二..、.::丨:?^:。..;：丨:丨:::丨-vvi；.：： 
nri^e部iiv归funct丨9nardistribution would be somehow 
“：:^s^igned underthe subsequent considerations. 
iil _ ：Firstly^?as mentioned preyipusly, the residentiia function 
-£wo|ild be settled in the'other slte which LDC owned so that the 
Situated In a better location for the 
么.residents as well as the oyerair planning as welt. 
多 i 〉 S e 變 a s "street" is the^rganislng theme of the design, 
I ^anii typically in Wan Chai are with distinct characters. Thus the 
|>#;aqt!^t(Bs'are somehow organised in a linear mode rather than a 
禱喊擁ni_]i;modev5'巧-;:,•:“;,;： ‘： ：〉. 
vt，:wmk .践.•、 -e〉®-八：'、：、’):::'‘，. 
Besides/another character which would also reflect Wan Chai 
； / character is that the chaotic and scatterering feeling of the 
Ii^i^tri|)iiition manner. Together with the linear organisation 
々 r)iode,ihere could be certain possibility to generate the design. 
‘6 / '”/ ‘ ‘‘‘ . < ： 
In addition, office function would be minimized on this site so 
that the proposal can be a lucrative one as wen as a proposal 
which with great social value/dedicated to the public and the 
society. , ；‘ 
来 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 命 K .‘..::、 
The market should be retained as fresh food market is very 
characteristic of Wan Chai Road and ought to be pr^erved T ! 
and re-born. The arguing point is generally about the hygiene 
and the environmental aspect Thus the technical means Is the -P 
solution rather than having the market vanished and housed i # 
other buildings. 
| i | i j | | | | | i M 
A small hostel is proposed so that the tourists, especially 
back-packs can find inexpensive, easily accessible and 




1.4 Coping with Future Development A 
) - 、 、 、 、 \ 、 、 、 、 、 、 、 、 、， •‘ ' ' , ','y ' 
As the urge of vertical directional approach in terms of 
using the space is employed in Hong Kong, multi-level 
connections between buildings is common in Hong 
Kong. Besides, there are also various elevated walkways 
throughout Hong Kong. Even in Wan Chai near the 
reclamed coast, lots of these kind of walkways are found. 
To cope肩ith this trend, it would be very logical that the 
district centre can be employing such circulation system 
as well as able to provide reasonable connecting points; 




_ Besides, there is the possiblity that the area would be 
very welcoming for tourists, a small hostel is proposed 
so that it would accomodate a certain number of tourists 
who are looking for Inexpensive and interesting places to 
live inside. 
H i 
r ^ m ‘ / ''f 




 C e n t r e 
2.0 PreliminaryQptioiis 
2.1 Option 1 
1 � 漏 I P : 
• 
The firet attem^ is mainly ^ ene^ted out of considering very 
- practlcallssues. This option Is about to have the existing Wan 
Chal Road "re-located" to the other side adjacent to Ruttonjee 
Hili sofs to enable an area of open area dedicated for 
- f p e d e ^ a n s f ! ^ 纖 麵 t . . ； 錄 r ；丨'..:)” • ‘ , • 
/ 々 / , , 》 ， / “ ‘ ？/ 
么 In addition the shape of thehill would dictate one side of the 
curvy^ne, with| pfej^ cil bWer- on top of podiums. On 
,the other side, the very rigid and orthogonal one is dictated by 
the^urban grid imppsec^There Is pencil tower existing which is 
,assumed not to be demoiished at this stage. 
,The junction of Cross-road and Wan Chai Road is further widen 
so as to enhance a piazza-like area to emerge at the centre part 
,of the district centre. 
_____ iiiislfipiiiii •mmmMMm^M-
2.2 Option 2 
:1ft 
论：. -沉'•？項。”荡fe 
窺 穆 0 . i 袖溝―.y.；為‘、； ."•《'•.： 
This option is modified after trying to Include other 
considerations taken during the research stage. The white 
massing is a residential block which would be built first as a 
temporary accomodation means for the affected residents. 
After the completion of theconstruction process, it would be 
transformed into the hostel. -
The curvy mass is still there but with some treatment on the 
roof so as to add more motion sense In the appearance, 
. - ‘ /V : , ',、‘: :••".',。：、.,.,.,：,);:."'“.： 
Cross level connection bridges are introduced as a response 
to the multi-level connection. 
- ‘ ‘ 
� , � � - < � . 
Below the elevated white mass is the market place on top of 
existing buildings, the existing market complex would be 
retained. 
A bus shelter as well as point of vertical circulation would be 
set in front of the orthogonal mass, taking a form of the market 
complex but erected, emphasing duality and addressing 
arrival. Loading and unloading take place behind this new • • • 、\ 
block.々 
\ X ^ ^ 
sketch drawing 
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Diagram Recording Business Along 
Wan Chai Road 
3.0 Development 
： 丨 ； ； . | _ _ , 资 _ _ : ? _ _ _ _ | | | | 鍵 | | 3 _ | 类 - _ _ _ | | 溪 丨 _ ；： ： ‘ ： '.;__丨|:|_::.；；3:.:::：“.场:V" • •,, 
In order to proceed in a methoiogicai way, ft ts necessary to re-
eyalute the design as well as the process. Although is never 
；. completely rational as subjectivity is crucial in a stylistic and 
)",〕nfi“ningfu! design. Therefore by means of conceptual model, 
f 4 the design is re-studied '';、, 
|<Basfcally, in the previous options, an elevated block is a verry 
|^|dominatlng feature. BesidW, to address the urban grid, it has 
I ^ H ^ u r e l y orthagonal. On the other side, to address the 
I力|，f|r nature dictated by the hill nearby, curvy massing is 
Th^ existing market complex is intended to be retained but 
I /without any significant decision.made. 
I ；久；力"J：/力 t ” “’ ’ , 一 , . -
t. Junction of Cross Road and Wan Chai Road is marked and 
女"y^ jB如in赛ed by a massing indepent dfthe other structures with 
g t f ig iant screen for pedestrains to loolcat/^ 
g-;The area in front of the rectilineal： blocks is setback for the : 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d p . The existing penciitower is stllf retained and f 
somehow terminate the retilinear block. Old building would be 
r 'Wiectively kept underneath the blocks … / 
However, these ideas cannot match the main theme "Street 
'；Market". Once when looked at the sketch of the record of 
shops along Wan Chai Road, the branching and diffusion 卜 
character stands out. '' - / 
Besides, a very conceptual diagram is drawn in terms of the 二 
organising guide-lines andthe activity field lines. 
、 - ' ‘ ' 、 / , , ' ' ‘ '' z' '' / ‘ •‘ /'''', 
. 二 ; . • • . ； ： ： 资 移 ? 襟 等 錄 举 ： ： 二 々 於 ： 丨 然 錄 壞 
The Wan Chai Road formally consists of a straight part and 
curve part, dictated by the site and urban grid. Further 
breaking them to generate grid lines of the two blocks. The two ovals are area of interaction and activites. The boomerang 
curve Is imposing the idea of connection of the market with the 
entire Wan Chai Road. The cross-line is marking connections.,, 
the sine curve Is connection of interesting buildings in the site. 
By this concept, further trials are generated and then aiming at 
employing the main theme STREET MARKET as well. _、\、、、;<、 \ 、 ' '''' 
, iThe idea of breaking the strong elements becoming the 
l^^vehicles in the exploration models. , 
_ 
_ 
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3.1 触 tV_耀瑜前:「:'：'〉'、： 
• - i； 二 论 ： ' ： ： • • / /、••/• •• 
The options 5 & 6 be discussed here before option 4 
owing to the ease of categorizing In this report. 
As mentioned that the main theme STREET MARKET is not 
properly addressed in the previously schemes, therefore, this 
stage aim at focusing on the STREET, Wan Chai Road. 
； ； ; I , A m/>;.":”：,…‘‘‘ 
Upon observation there ls a level difference between Queens 
Road East and Cross Road, a level differnce of more than 3 m, 
therefore connection of th^e two levels is involves vertical 
direction as well. 
-Mm. 
• 
该识r,, fT 。 ‘ , 、 
Following the previous conceptual diagram, both the curvy 
blocks and the orthagonal blocks are floowing guide lines 
generated from the Wan Chai Road 
X： ry//^ : /),“•、'、/.," > ; -；:-Besides, in order to explore the three-dimensionality of the 
Street, three should not be a dominating 2-D element 
Therefore, the Wan Chai Road is being torn into halves, 
connecting the levels in two rhythm. The connection bridges 
then merged into three-dimensional street gradually by means 
of diffusion as well as the diminishing two-dimensionality of 
the existing Wan Chai Road/ / 
••>；•：「::'. •議讓 11*_鐘_8 丨:.IS,:〉謂 變__1 
Further exploration were being carried out to generate model 
option 6. Some distinct character from option 5 is being 
carried through. . , 
The existing market complex Is explored in terms of the 
possibility of its spatial quality as well as connection with the 
other blocks. 、 、 ’ , 、， ” ‘ ‘ . . ‘ ‘ 
凌秩饭;<..;；):々 ::!;均::::::.:::.:。 .:... ..族：：.※：?. . • • I - ： ： ； - - - ； ： ； ： ' - • • ‘ ： ： • ： ： ： • ； ； : ' ； • ； ; ： ; • 
By means of activites and interaction field lines as well as the 
connection bridges, a more fragmented and chaotic option is 
reduced. More and more spatial possiblity emerged, However, 
there is an urge to refine the massing as well as an urge to 
generate a method to define the 3-D streets. In addition, the 
theme STREET MARKET somehow vanishes as a result of the 
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A夫mentioned previously, owing tathe ease of categorizing, 
‘ … … ；optionis & 6 have to be discussed beforehand regarding the 
； e p I o r a t i o n o n S T R E E T . ; 〜 > 
|; |pption4 was generated but of the intention to exaggerate the 
5f4>6ntrast between straight and curve, complete and fragments, 
；|ofderand chaos, thereby reflecting the Wan Chai character, co-
"existence of confronting eiements.thus a very pure and 
//^complete rectilinear block together wih a curvy, fragmented 
；fanforganic form IS generated. , . 
, , 彻 變 ‘ . : : : . , : : : : � : . ' 
‘‘%The pericj| tower appeared in the previous schemes was 
f debid^d to be taken away for the sake of academic purpose in 
/terms of exploration as well as more possiblity and freedom In 
the district c e n t r e . ' 厂 , WmmU 代… f ： 二闪 : 
^^rthe market complex building Is retained but hot much decision 
PI 
this Stage. ：| 
： J h e l-D Wan Chai Road is dominking and the connecting 
bridges are merely weak connecting devices. 
_ _ _ :::::: ： 
广;？；，：夕X'：：.々,.,。::::《'购,:H.:?、'明：”感：”. 
'；；/ ；-； , ：- -- •.“》二 '；-：；”。,、4义”. 
Option 7 serves as an massing summaiy. 
The two major blocks are handled such that the rectilinear one 
would be kept while the curvy one is modified so as to keep / 
the contrast without exaggerating it. It is intended to enhance a 
harmonious co-existence between these two blocks. 
级 iii 紅敌.态.袋錄 iii:滋毅彳.丨:丨.:耗麥丨丨彳丨：‘丨:：丨 . . . . ：;-!；：:： •；彰 终 兔 榮 疾 纟 • 疾 终 岁 : 
Part of the old facades would be kept so as to let traces of 
physical historical be addressed. 
_ _ 藝 _ 脅 _ _ _ : • -Ri "-K： ：： sfla：；：:：：--
....：彳r :丨:•说丨 
The multilevel streets would be embdded and merged so that 
there would not too many connecting bridges. One of these 
would be penetrating the volume of the 3-D street 
the junction between Cross Street & Wan Chai Road would be 
marked by another massing with a giant screen on it. 
； � � 
The existing market complex would be isloated in terms of 
:massing but merging together in terms of the circulation 
i system with the Wan Chai Road. 
Option 4 
Option 7 
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 C e n t r e 
Besides, this entity would merge into 
adjacent building blocks on both 
sides, breaking boundaries, 
introducing pedestrians movements & 
；activities 
Movements within space are mostly 
defined by horizontal & vertical axes, 
which are mutually indepent by 
definition, thus cut off the continuous 
flow already : , 
Multi level movements are organised 
such that cross-level movements are、‘ 
Introduced, level numbersas^^ ‘ 
parameters to generate iinkages, so as 
to enable continuous flow 
F. Design Development 
\ \ � � � � � \ 
、、二、（、《f、、、、、、v:\ 、 
4-0 In Search of Design Method 
、’：.；/mear in form, implying direction 
in / ？r;^enerally considered as a 2-D plane 
/: >^4between building blocks on both sides, 
7 z ；^〜'// ^ _ 
However, by definition, it is a place, a 
three-dimensional space, 
such property masks the design 
possiblity 
H I E 
V、、\ \ 
、 、 -
Rathe|than a Conceptual void, the 
three-dimensionality could be 
transformed into certain physical 
entity. 
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Z《/ Z/ 
4-0 In Searcthof Design Method (continued) 
續 I ___f 
i |» f i i i i i 
'为A'•缴 
y 
" “ 、 I ' ? , 
。够Breaking the movemer • 
-A-
. 
el, thus Breaking the movement! 
ipgi^tSBuilding" R h y t h 穩 
f《^Bes ides , cutting off the horizontal 
'connection leads to the emergence of 
！;；；二 被 
Excavation of Ground introduce! 
activities & possibilities of cross-丨evel ; 
connection 
Pedestrian flow generate activities & 
that leads to formation of busy^  streets, 
By means of cross-level streets & their 
two sides, space is generated 
Unifying & Fine tuning the massing 
_ 
Space generated induces form; 
、、〜A、、〜； ；-、、 -
In addition, GROUND is not only a 2-D 
plane, but also has volume, implying 
more opportunities & spatial 
experiences 
Rationalize by cutting hbrizpntally to 
generate floor plans, < 二 , 
" ‘‘ / / / " 
Sliding the slabs to address motion 
‘ , Z ‘ ‘ / 力‘ 
缀變 f ‘ I 
4 
7'/:》 
R o w d
 E X ^ J e r i m e n t
 .
 D i w u i c t
 C e n t r e 
The entiYe projept begins witfi a reactiion against current 
urban renewarpoljcles which dismantles the sense of 
tl)e residents, getting rid of 
/ all the orignariictivit^s. Such movement is backup by the 
鍵如丨mlnatlon by developers, generation of solely 
々 money value and so-called efficiency. 
？ o f District Cenfre emei^e, aiming at expressing 
^擁专講%tity of tl)e place, addressing the sense of place 
, , l a s f f 乡s enhance interaclon among people so as to 
raise the communal sense as well. / 
)！I弟簽r‘ticalijyp9the-is regarding this idea is drawn, 
/ forming a basic framework of the general properties of 
the district centre. The characteristics opf different ；if H i f p i t 
_ III 
Jjisttfds would help to generate different design 
|comspondmgly wlth^respecttoth^ district 
.: j : : : : : :：慕纖 _ 鐘 謎 盡 麵 _義 f 
I 
As there are a lot of regions in Hong Kong 
demonmstrating the demand for urban renewal, a 
chararcteristic district is selected for the sake ofrichenss 
in design afterwards. VVan JJhsii is selected and the : 
particular site, street market portion of Wan ChaI Road, is 
chlsen as the experimental site, by co-incidence, the LDC 
is planning to have it developed. / , , ：灣 
The research then start off in various spects in order to < ^ 
enhance a study in depth regarding the district Such ：： 
research conducted include social, cultural, hlstorical^^： 
physical and political aspects as well. 4 ； 
________ ： I:。:: iff::：“隱；:.__1_______震__墜__議_ ：曙 
By means of architectural programming as certain 
device, some more criteria are then fixed, upon which , : 
little Ideas evolved. The main theme of the whole design 
is then determined as STREET MARKET. 
滅 興 參 納 :参驛:•-Siis-SjiJ • • ••• # i® 5 flSiSsSS!；；^  .•：；!.； ： ,'；.-： • - • ；•：•  . !；! ?!；<>；： 
� � - � � �� … ‘ ‘ , “ , , 
、。、、 - - � 八‘ 
Different options are studied，generated out of different 
- vaim^ tackling different issues. However, the main theme〈 






i f i i te 
於Z i i l i i i _ 
l ^ p V “ -、\、\、、 ；：4 :、§、>。V、V、： 〜 。 / 
^ A re-evaluation is conducted and exploration upon 
4 STREET is then performed. The three-dimensionality as 
參 '…'、… “‘ 
/ “ 
well as the spatlal quality become the direction in the 
in 







u f i _ 霄 ： 答 | 〜 考 ® 
Eventually a framework of the methodology was set 
However, the exercising of the methodolgy is then done 
in a coarse manner owing to shortage of time. The 
investigation of space is not thorughly studied. 
舊丨 
, / 
‘ / / : m 11 
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G . Afterwords 
The massing is then set at a premature stage and the 
floor plans were 乡dt at certain point owing to the crucial 
'Mgm TKe msufficiency in the exercise lies In three parts, 
,义 z , f i r 彻 ^ ^ ‘ / 力，々 ？， 。 ” , 
二i thestudy ofthecross-levef connection combmations; 
令''second V, ‘ “ “ ‘ ^ ‘ , 乂 ， , 
《攀(ig for^atipn of spaces generabd by the winding streets 
^;|and|heir both sides, it can be done in more options and 
〜/wit|m(Dre sections cuf so as to explore in the volumetric 
f^spati^experience; 丫。斜,々 
^ 冬 thifdiy, the form fine-tuned still lack thorough 
f \ investigation In terms of facade treatment and materiaf 
p 濟 — s . ^ ‘ ： : , , : : 〜 ？ / ' … 
/^^HoWever, as there is the control time frame, at ceitain 
f pojnt pne has to stop and present the progress.； 
I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ ： ： ： ： 丨 I I 拳 
As mentioned in the yeiy begmnlng of the report, it Is an 
attitude that a thesis should reflect one's own belief in 
architecture. Although this is not the end of the project, 
some personal feeling would be protaited to serve as the^ 
conclusion at this stage. : , 3 二 心:广 
：；/、顯••： ： liifcf 
In this era, aesthetic Is believed not to be discovered but 
to be evoluted. Architecture is a physical entity reflecting 
ideals and values of people in the coresponding period ' t 、 ， , , Z z / > :.:.:.:.:.5-:r<:::.:r::::-:::::>':::.::V〉::"^ :1:::;>;_fe':\..‘、•.. •- V-ky Z/y ；^； .:>:众;i:.丫念：•：：«；； 
• 蹈 _ .•： . 〜 V ：..:. . 紹〕:丨兹?丨：.::^跃^  • ：^： . .. x ...妓转：... ：：；：；;¥<-；'；；；；;：；.<：；：''；；1：^;-;-：.：：：.；-.->：,; ：.;,?； ；：• ；.：.•' 5：：.'< . :.二： , -I • ... . ： - . ： ： ： ； ； . ： ^ j - - ： ; ; • <! 
This is an age of loss, the believe in rationality and logic 
does not necessary lead to content life nor any ' 7 / 
breakthrough, as the belief is transformed into 
formatizing means and measuring devices, which though 
lead to certain advancement of human races, in the same 
time foregoing other issues as well. V / , 
:__ips__fc、、: ： •“:：：'邏__:___:___籠^ :__麵::___麵麵_ 
� � “ � - '、’’，，，'' 
To break through, is to excavate what is hidden and in 
the premature stage, exaggerate such findings to capture 
attention and then rectify and fine tune so as to confirm 
the value of these findings in daily life level. 
The design method propsed is a little trial to view design 
in a slightly different way, not necessarily generated from 
the stan^ d point of solely functional and efficiency, but 
one with dignity and style. 
By means of the urban renwal strategy, this project 
hopfully would be developed into another piece of 
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I. Research Studies 
厂 •；；•；； iiWlrri-ISliSiSii •明 
;:-“-.:•: .：» 卞 : 二 ： . 
This part serves as a record of some of the books that have 
been read in the research stage which shed light in the design 
；；process,afterwarts：^^ ^；-'^ "^ ^ 、,.,/•“/二, ‘ ' : ‘ 
Social Life of Small Urban Spac^' 
麵 i i — H • 推 y t e _ 薩 禱 _ , 〜 ； ： 
。"“  » . ：‘ 繁滅,。':''：,、'；：'-commuter distance ； , / , , 
effective market radius: ~ 3 bfocfe , 
successful ones ？ 二 ； ‘ ‘ “ , 
(higher proportion of couples),^ ； … 
‘乂 (higher proportion of individual man; tn groups owng to 
,；selectivity) , ： //； ‘ . , " , 、 ： 、 
；J^ (hrgKefprofDOrtioh of women) ： i f ) 
：；;• men sit at front usually to watch girls； 
• stay m main pedestrian flow, travelling corners 
, - s i t in main stream 。'“ ；、/ / 、/、 
j^y^^robjects,e.g.flagpolS^artue^ ? 
or well-defined places, e.g.pool/ steps : 。 
, ( f u l l view+rear covered) -Jr ; ； : , 二 
- smhH cities: low density & pebpi由 sl6w穿r. 
li-OfTrri句or avenues r , / '二 ,'；•；；：：•： >；;--
s u n 灘誠报，:々:::，•::•:'“法‘广二；人 
-sitting height (-17 inches), ( k , to 3 f t . )、？ 
• 1 linear foot seatingfor eveiy 30 sq. ft. 、 ， 
二 - careful study on sun & wind ； r； ：产 
-combine trees with sitting places : 
？ ‘‘ • water (lack of access) '.‘•,'-；',>；品;I , V i ' 二 x 
•vendors ‘ ‘ ；；?；；'：… 
-street corners potentially good plazas . / 
• area where street and plaza meet be as subtle as possible：: 
• sight lines Important / 二 y V : 
-sculpture draw people to pass, : < 
-make place friendlier : : > 
1 Planning Process 
from Process Architecture 
红兹:；； .较.移：；；.....:.::..数丨‘转.〔；：:钱:•i:!;丨:※#丨丨※.：:::丨丨:.|;、:B?'.i>：：；^;:丨益：：：•；•：X；.：：〔礙丨營.-S《:；；..梦；？•〔絲过々 ： 
-site analysis 
• demand of society 
-marketing cannot be ignored 
-think ecologicallly, 
-collective urban design 
-behavoral “ :: 
- future environmental design 
-revitalize historical resources 
• vehicular approach . 
-building feature 
-clear paths of flow 
• visual links 
-color scheme, signs within sales areas 
-sliow window reflects local community 
^ sjpecialty store 1)low cost, 2) different from competitors, 
3)mcrease service &>n^ enties，4) capture market whcih 
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I. Research Studies i l l i i p i 蒙囊______1麵_紐-爾经 
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ctlvities throughoutday and night 
- m i n o r i t y as authority 
.bouhdaryoflnter-districts 
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II. Case Studies 
: : . _ ^^mmmmmmmfsmimiwn nrngmrnxm''-‘ 
M/bng Nai Chung Urban Council Comp/ex, Happy 
m i 二 丁he M!?an;Semc，9epar|ment recently built this Urban 
C6uncil;CompIex In Happ义Valley, erected on the site 
妙！沖 previously beirjg a冲arket It was completed in 
工： y p 》 ^ 胄 e s 〖 d _ j r v t h e aj^a‘This is an eight-
storeys high building with a gross floor area of 9210 
；,sq.m. The cost of this building is $109.5 million. 
I The aliqcation of space is of the typical strategy where 
; s | p s i t u M i o n : i n anyt)ther Urban 
》f Coim哄Complex buildings. For the first two floors, it was 
to the market where fresh food is sold. On the 
third floor is a cooked food center, above which is a 
public library. When one comes to the fifth floor, this is 
-::th^eceptlon and booking office of the indoor games 
f " hall tc^gethej" with the changing rooms, three squash 
courts, a children's playing area and one activity room in 
wfl丨cjh two table tennis tablec^uldbe set One flpor up is 
a mezzanine floor serving as a viewers' gallery over the 
squash courts. Next comes the double-height multi-
sports court where people can play basketball, volleyball 
or badminton. : 
It should be noticed that not all the hawkers are being re-
settled in this building, besides, the cooked food center 
now houses food stalls of different types compared with 
• m - 广 < ' , ‘ before. 
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II. Case Studies 
Times Tower, Manhattan, USA 
l l f i 議_ Thif I)洲ding locates at the intersection of the West 42"^  • streeUnd the Sfeventh Avenue, being the focal point of 
:；tfie southern end of Times Square. At first the area was th t
i c d l ^ ihe Longacre Square, it was a quiet crossroads 
；, |mainl3^ housing^arriage factories. The New York Times 
？4;Chose to build its new headquarters in this area. A 375-
^ H f f o ^ ^ e r was then built, dwarfing its neighbours. Even 
：though the buildings nearby faced south in general, this 
\ {；h明dqUarter building was determined to have its pointed 
|)|f【bn||ptown north and its entrance from the subway, 
I l^beirig^ady forthe changes coming in the future. 
The area around the tower grew. Banners of news of 
.^elertions and sports results were hung outside the 
也ng. The square was then become a gathering place. 
"fjLater,amoving sign was installed by Motogram, wrapping 
(around the building, spelling out the news. Nowadays, 
: t h e area is no doubt a commercfa! one, with numerous 
electronic signs and neon lights; Besides, the theatrical 
circle grew there, more people gathered, more activities 
and more events happened and a new city center was 
then emerged. 
H- Appendix 
II. Case Studies 
The Pike Place Market, Seattle, USA 
Some pictures of this market is taken to reinforce the sense of 
place in market places: 
III. Interviews 
Telephone Conversation with Mr. Wong on 12-10-98 
fC?: interviewer W: Mr. Wong, interviewee) 
w m r n m m ^ ^ ^ m ^ - : , … ， 、 、 、 
•叩 n ? sCU”K student，confirmation of preference of interview on 
A … •) 二 ：；““ ‘ ‘ 
you^eel about the current LDC proposal concerning Wan Chai Street 
J | / n a 隱 / 藝 條 广 ： ‘ … . : . 、..,-..、/、、 . 
‘ There are all office buildings of40- 50 storeys high surrounding the site, in the 
.proposal there are three more office buildings suggested. Along with the devel 
jopment of Wan Chai, do you think the people living in the residential blocks 
considered the redeveloped state as an pleasant environment, being surrounded 
by all these giant and tall office buildings? 
,We"，the hawkers are cleared away from the street, the place being more hy 
^gienic, and the environment must be pleasant 
What do you think is most deficient in Wan Chai district as well as the 
community? ： / . : ' ' 〜 、 ， ’ ’ … 
g j ^ S i There has no relevant survey conducted. It would be irresponsible to answer 
n . . ai Oiif：/^ What do you think personally? 
Open spac^. ':/;•;.:::,:):::.'、, ： 
O : C Do VOU think tht^ nhmmnnsil cor miPSS Do you thinkpie communal sense wHhin Wan Chai district residents is enough? 
， 嫩 找 varies fonn person to person. For thqse who simply rent flats for two or three 
mnhthfz fht>\f r-otrfstinlu nf S-f ^ 八 _ , • 
•time, they are very familiar with the neighbourhood. Overait speaking, about 
average, i ‘ ‘.;.:,„ h.<'；}. -：；•：；：： ‘.妨：。：‘...、樣：；：： = „ ：：-
Recently a home for street-sleepers has been erected on Stone LuUah Lane very 
close to the privileged residential area ‘ 
There are garages around, not necessarily privUeged residential area, the 
privileged residential area is way up hiU , 
It'sjust 5 to 10 minutes walk from there. Do you think the hcat/on is appropri 
No complaint has been received yet ； 
Of course, no one has moved in yet! , 
It is not connected to the mid-levels. There should not be any problem. 
you think it is appropi'ate to inquire about government policies via district 
board members? ,, ,, . ” 
Questions regarding policies should be directed to the corresponding depart 
ment/so are questions about environment should be directod to the Environ 
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III. Interviews (cont'd) 
Summary of Interview with Mr. NG on 23-10^98 at his office 
… - ‘ 
Basically, the district Board advocates urban renewal in Wan Chai as the area is old and 
decaying, density is high, fire safety regulations may be not be complied with, land not 
properly used to maximize economic utility, leaving an unpleasant image 
� � � \ � � � \�  、、、>���、)义、 
'※松咨lid 
is: 
About urban renewal..,,, , \ 
1. Times Square, Causeway Bay 
se/f/sA7，does not match with the needs of the area, not considering traffic flow 
2. Lee Theatre 
""“ , 厂 ''“ ������� 
cpmlpex does not having loadmg and unloading area; does not consult District Board 
3. Lee Garden Hotel 〉 
/ac/c of mini-bus station/terminus (claimtotbe too late when District Board enquired) 
4. Leighton Hill 
LDC in charge, after Mn Ng talk with governor, incoroperate in to lease condition to 
have ‘ 、“ “ , , , , , 二……、、/： 
community hall included with public carpark, entry point at Wongneichung Road 
litllttlliBi ：•"'IBSI® ： 霸：零i寵糧,.rffl^ M^^ .:.---,:-‘场:p-二: ::::•：'、::;蔵籠證鍵_ 
About Wan Chai street market redevelopment 
1 carpark is needed 
2. new building mode, improve environment 
3. underground carpark preferred 
4. car parking space for fight van and trucks 
5.30 minutes parking instead of 1hn 
i i i l l i i i i i i i / ‘ : ：：'  ：：.• ；:f ,-r i； , : _____• : : : :、麵: r : 
‘ - ‘ ' , ' ' , , , 、 - ； . -
Tbivn Planning Board should consider the need of the community and include in its 
planning strategy 
！综银::资丨k终衫 I : :〗 ：丨:::::凑'tno； . ..• .xwil：；' ：•?；； '：•••'• ‘：>； ‘ '•‘丨::.::丨:.Vjf •• • , ‘ ^ 
； ： 泛 於 ; 躲 终 逸 和 V '糸；：丨>.：• X. . 楚躲:•玲兹礙窓：：碎―；"^ :界费梦绍.. > :《. . :> u 产份“:::::.； -^..:.〈:>：〜、:•:、....,..‘錄:s..》:,::. …：•.-：：：；；^： ,^.?；：«：： ..： . .. : , , . .• 
_觀_1•標躲蔡〜NL,.- ‘ lililt'；、靈二騎麵没：.-;苗1 ---M- ；^‘：：产：。•:),..-:,「:，：:： * . , .,. 
kbout Wan Chai development..：.,,,. Commercial eastward shift; If continues then another Centra!, dead during night 
Mobile population notacmmunity 
Should have residential, as Wan Chai is complex area 
Planning and zoning 
_______ - . • : . i： ^ il pf .： ；'ll-f ^: •； ^  1J • ：• ： ？：^ ‘ /, ： ‘ r 
Policy 
Enable private developer 
Provide LDC with authority 
Public auction and then proportionate to roperty owner 
\ : . ‘ ‘‘ 々 ‘ 
Acquisition problems encountered 
Trace property owner, 
Unclear owner 
Unwilling to sell 
Old people 
�.::::,:.、:::•__:麵 
Land resources & social need, for communaity benefit 〜 
Large scale planning 
Wong Nei Chng Complexx ； 
He suggest a library when taking part in election 
Hawkers are cleared 
USD & police kind to hawkers not leaving 
2 to 3 years completed 
no carpark , 
housed thus business drop 
promotion & diversify 
l i i 
•‘ ^ / 
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III. Interviews (cont'd) 
iii； 
Interview with Mrs, Pong on 31-10-98 at Grand Hyatt Coffe shop 
p ；： What are the opinions of the distrcit Board regarding wan Chai street market 
族was a year agq or so and iremembered that the Board advocated the idea, 
:::你? qt/esf/ons raised are about practicability, ventilation, drainage,etc. 
騎 "modern office buifdings completed recently, while in theproposal 
^Ig^her&are three office buildings proposed, what's ypur reaction? 秘舊；^窃r/i re are wr e onice buiiamgs proposed, what's ypur reaction? 
诚•ong term planning，I doubted if Wan Chai would become a commercial ft 終 • ” 〜 I 口 '严 , , , , 〃 , y , # UUUUWU “ wan K^nai wouia oeco e a co ercial 
&# / 令⑵她ct, similar to Quarry Bay. l am not opposed to such trend but all I want to 
4 the whole picture before I commend. 
t ,姨And regarding what you've mentioned about the arrangement of residential 
賴 》 力 化 c / c s , I have a feeling that they are doing it in order to answer to the request 
‘ ^/y'^^^M^rxf nrAe-tst^Mln^ • 在 、 ， 1 [Of preserving the existing activities. O ^ f , What do you think as most deficient in Wan Chai? 
''i'm 
m 
. . . . . . . JLfCf ly Itfllll fJIctflfllfig. 
g Do you think the communal sense within the District is enough? 
轮“夕（No. You can stfsaw if Himinichinn m/^ "内 l Wi&'No 
/ think it should be open spaces. Ur.....maybe not, as they are ever 
reclaiming land. Probably it should be long term planning 
f t v i r 赢 . 狄 • • A.M « 邊• - • 































n i l 
w . ^ mm-m^ m^ « V^J f V^M^f f 5 
.…• Ybi/ can ssayitis diminishing. We don't have a community hall, well, later, 
nftaybe in Happy VaUey/We don't have any buifdings for people t gather. Alt-
hough we do have significant buildings in Wan Chai, they are for territory-wide 
purpose, not for local. 
The acquisition of Li Chit Street led toconflicts between the police and the 
residents, what about this case then? 
Timing is different Citiznes are now asking whether it is their turn to have their 
residential property being acquired. Since the economic environment is differ 
ent attitude towards compensation is different as weft. 
Government also proposed target buildings, however, most residents are old 
I people ,they do not know how to handle the problem. Before 1997, government 
^ould arrange people to do thework and then simply ask for fee, but now, she 
ask the resident s to do by themselves. 
Recently a home for street-sleepers has been erected on Stone Lullah Lane, very 
close to the privileged residential area, Just 5 to 10 minutes walk from there. Do 
you think the location is appropriate? 
The board did nopty discuss it before, anyway the previous one in tai Fa Hau is 
of very low occupancy, why build abother one? ) 
Is it not enough carpark in Wan Chai/ 
yes, but the strategy to handle it may be different, rather thn building more:’;:: 
carpark that would encourage more traffic, whyu don/t re-direct rhe traffic 
instead. There was once one underground carpark proposed undereneathi 
Southorn, but owng to disturing daily operation and the drainage projects, i t , 
was called off. … 八, 
thanks 
Hi welcome “ - / / ' iS 
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111. Intervievys (cont'd) 
ill 
lnteivmwwithMrlp;6n 3^11-98 at his office 
_ p p 
_ 
麥tht opinionpf the district board regargrn wabn chai street market re 
pr6ject?yt,广, ； 
'：賤'觀 basically advocate, as old area is not used efficiently, difficult to manage, now 
A⑶礙為；汰(s combined and redeveloped the lot would be larger, but owing to the 
； ; , s i t u a t i o n , it may be prosponed, 
others 
are commercial, what's your opinion? ) ， 
“ is decreasing, 85, 210000 now 160000, Johnston road there was one 
^^^proposal concerning commercial, we oppose, the communtiy would not be 
ste々/e //? long term, besidwes, current situationis that vancay of office buifdings 
'養 are high.、… 
鍾 
cotppierciaf, we ppose, the commu tiy would not be 
^f^^obllQpopulskiqn was abput 30-40, times square, 200000 everyday, if wan chai 
S i ii l l 
_ 
Qomg to be a comm^rcaH district, should consider the load thaViiie Infra 
Ma^^ 外 内 M 办為 八 ... .... ... ？ Structure can take. 
( HoM^ev^e/; His not stated n the planning that this is a commercaii area. 




《Wan Chai is a veryUniqe place woth it shistory.it alsohas iternational status. No 
‘ a M 為•• • 為 赢 • sj. _ « • , ‘ 
/ I , 
i l i i 




reon to change it simply for commercaii sake. 
Communal sense eniug? 
I」::.漏:::::、；丨應 
Nono commoness, no estates” no centre, noitr neighbourhood 
Sufficient Voluntary services 
Headquarters rather than local services, 
thanks 。 ； 
my pleasure. ''、。’, 卜;''丄, , ：：?‘ 
jae 
There are other interviews conducted as welL with / 
\ \ \ 署 / , 
\ A、、\、、 \ 、 \ ^ 
M/ss Wong (from St James) on 5^11-98 at St James \  \ \ \、 \ 
；•<•： ^ • ..... . • . : , . ' • . : ./ .,：.'• .„：： 
• � t � : 〜 ; : : : 、 . , . . . . • 、 . • . • " • • 、 … , .；,：,•. ..： . . ：.； : .. • . . ,'..、:,；". 3 ".、：、...缚。 Miss L场！^/Chan (from Planniing Department) on 18-11-98 via telephoni 
m / y ‘ 
/"y / V y 
"z / / / 
'f:nf;'"〜'vm 
Mr. Oh^n and Miss X ( from Urban services Department on 26-11- 98 at Urban Services《^ 
"y 
/ wo£//cr like to express my deepest graditude towards the mentioned parties for their 
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